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COMPACT TORI ASSOCIATED TO HYPERKA¨HLER
MANIFOLDS OF KUMMER TYPE
KIERAN G. O’GRADY
Dedicato alla piccola Mia
1. Introduction
1.1. Background and motivation. Let X be a hyperka¨hler manifold, i.e. (for
us) a simply connected compact Ka¨hler manifold carrying a holomorphic sym-
plectic form whose cohomology class spans H2,0pXq. The Kuga-Satake construc-
tion [KS67, Del72] associates to X a compact complex torus KSpXq, and an inclu-
sion of Hodge structures H2pXq Ă H1pKSpXqq bH1pKSpXq_q. The definition of
KSpXq is transcendental: one constructs a weight 1 H.S. out of the weight 2 H.S. on
H2pXq. If X is projective with ample line bundle L, the Kuga-Satake construction
applied to the primitive cohomologyH2pXqpr produces an abelian variety KSpX,Lq
and an injective homomorphism of H.S.’s
H2pXqpr Ă H1pKSpX,Lqq bH1pKSpX,Lqq. (1.1.1)
One might wonder whether it is possible to relate the geometry of X and that
of KSpXq, or of KSpX,Lq. A famous instance of such a relation is provided by
Deligne’s proof of the Weil conjectures for (projective) K3 surfaces starting from
the validity of the Weil conjectures for abelian varieties [Del72]. In this respect we
notice that if X is projective, the Hodge conjecture predicts the existence of a Kuga-
Satake algebraic cycle on X ˆ KSpX,Lq ˆ KSpX,Lq realizing the homomorphism
of H.S.’s in (1.1.1).
There are very few families of hyperka¨hler manifolds for which one has a geomet-
ric description of the corresponding Kuga-Satake varieties and a proof of existence
of a Kuga-Satake algebraic cycle: Kummer surfaces [Mor85] and K3 surfaces ob-
tained as minimal desingularization of the double cover of a plane ramified over 6
lines [Par88].
The present paper grew out of the desire to understand the Kuga-Satake torus
associated to hyperka¨hler manifolds of Kummer type, i.e. deformations of the 2n-
dimensional generalized Kummer manifold associated to an abelian surface (for
n ě 2).
Among known examples of hyperka¨hler manifolds, those of Kummer type are
distinguished by the fact that they have non zero odd cohomology. Let X be
such a manifold. Then b3pXq “ 8, and hence there is an associated 4 dimensional
intermediate Jacobian J3pXq. Most of our paper is actually concerned with J3pXq.
Our starting point is the proof that there is an analogue of the key cohomological
property of the Kuga-Satake torus (see (1.1.1)) valid with J3pXq replacing the
Kuga-Satake torus. From this it follows that if X is projective with polarization
L, then KSpX,Lq is isogenous to J3pXq4. Thus J3pXq is a smaller dimensional
version of the Kuga-Satake torus. Moreover, it is easier to relate geometrically X
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to J3pXq than it is to relate it to KSpXq (or KSpX,Lq), e.g. via the Abel-Jacobi
map.
We will give an explicit recipe that produces the weight 1 H.S. on J3pXq in terms
of the weight 2 H.S. on H2pXq.
One fact that we discovered is that if X is projective, then J3pXq is an abelian
fourfold of Weil type. More precisely, as pX,Lq varies in a complete family of polar-
ized hyperka¨hlers of Kummer type with fixed discrete invariants, the corresponding
polarized intermediate Jacobians J3pXq sweep out a complete family of polarized
abelian fourfolds of Weil type with fixed discrete invariants. Notice that the num-
ber of moduli for both families is equal to 4. This result suggests that we will
be able to describe explicitly locally complete families of projective hyperka¨hlers
of Kummer type starting from the locally complete families of abelian fourfolds of
Weil type which are known (see [Sch88]). In this respect, we notice that several
locally complete families of projective hyperka¨hlers have been explicitly described,
but the varieties in those familes are all of K3rns type (deformations of the Hilbert
scheme of length n subschemes of a K3 surface).
There is a series of papers related to the present work. The first one is [vG00].
Following the proof of Theorem 9.2 of that paper, one shows that the Kuga Satake
KSpX,Lq of a polarized HK of Kummer type pX,Lq is the fourth power of an
abelian fourfold of Weil type. Since KSpX,Lq is isogenous to J3pXq4, it follows
that J3pXq is of Weil type. However we would like to stress that we have precise
results on the integral Hodge structure on J3pXq, not only up to isogeny. Another
paper related to this work is [Lom01]. Lastly, the recent preprint [Mar18] is strictly
related to our work.
1.2. Main results. Let X be a hyperka¨hler manifold of dimension at least 4,
deformation equivalent to a generalized Kummer variety (following established ter-
minology, we say that X is of Kummer type). Then b3pXq “ 8, see [Go¨t94], and of
course H3,0pXq “ 0. Thus
J3pXq “ H3pXq{pH2,1pXq `H3pX ;Zqq (1.2.1)
is a 4 dimensional compact complex torus. If X is projective, and L is an ample line
bundle on X , then J3pXq is an abelian 4-fold (all of H3pXq is primitive because
H1pXq “ 0), and we let ΘL be the polarization defined by L.
Recall that, given a HK manifold X , there is a class q_X P H2,2Q pXq which cor-
responds to the Beauville-Bogomolov-Fujiki quadratic form of X (see Subsection
2.2 for details). Now assume that X is of Kummer type, of dimension 2n. Then
qX :“ 2pn` 1qq_X is an integral class (see Definition 2.4). Let
φ :
2ľ
H3pXq ÝÑ H2pXq_ (1.2.2)
be the composition of the mapŹ2
H3pXq ÝÑ H4n´2pXq
γ ^ γ1 ÞÑ γ ! γ1 ! qn´2X
and the map H4n´2pXq Ñ H2pXq_ defined by cup product followed by integration.
Theorem 1.1. Let X be a HK manifold of Kummer type, of dimension 2n.
(1) The map φ is surjective, and hence its transpose defines an inclusion of
integral Hodge structures
H2pXq Ă
2ľ
H1pJ3pXqq. (1.2.3)
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(2) The set
QpXq :“ trγs P PpH3pXqq | φpγ ^H3pXqq ­“ H2pXq_u (1.2.4)
is a smooth quadric hypersurface in PpH3pXqq.
(3) The projectivization of H2,1pXq is a maximal linear subspace of QpXq.
If X is a HK manifold of Kummer type, let Q`pXq be the irreducible compon-
ent of the variety parametrizing maximal dimensional linear subspaces of QpXq
containing PpH2,1pXqq (this definition makes sense by Theorem 1.1). We recall
that Q`pXq Ă PpS`pXqq, where S`pXq is one of the two spinor representations of
OpQpXqq. Recall also that S`pXq is 8-dimensional. Since H3pXq has an integral
structure, so does S`pXq. There is a unimodular integral quadratic form q`X on
S`pXq (unique up to multiplication by ˘1) such that Q`pXq is the set of zeroes of
q`X . Moreover, if π : X Ñ B is a family of HK manifolds of Kummer type, the flat
connection on R3π˚Z induces a flat connection on the fibration S`pπq Ñ B with
fiber S`pπ´1pbqq over b. Next, we make following
Key observation 1.2. Let φ be the map in (1.2.2). Then φpŹ2H2,1pXqq is equal
the one dimensional subspace AnnF 1H2pXq.
In fact φpŹ2H2,1pXqq is contained in AnnF 1H2pXq because φ is a morphism of
Hodge structures, and equality follows from surjectivity of φ. Notice that Item (3)
of Theorem 1.1 follows from the Key observation 1.2.
The result below is motivated by the Key observation 1.2.
Theorem 1.3. Let X be a HK manifold of Kummer type, of dimension 2n. There
exists a codimension 1 subspace T`pXq Ă S`pXq defined over Z such that the
following hold:
(1) Given a 4-dimensional vector subspace Γ Ă H3pXq, the subspace φpŹ2 Γq
has dimension 1 if and only if PpΓq is a linear subspace of QpXq para-
metrized by a point rσs P PpT`pXqq X Q`pXq. If this is the case, then
φpŹ2 Γq “ rσs.
(2) There exist an isomorphism ι : H2pXq_ „ÝÑ S`pXq defined over Q, invari-
ant up to sign under monodromy, and a choice of “sign” for q`X , such that
the restriction of q`X to H
2pXq_ Ă S`pXq is equal to the dual of the BBF
quadratic form.
Item (1) of Theorem 1.3 amounts to an explicit description of the weight 1
Hodge structure on H1pJ3pXqq in terms of the weight 2 Hodge structure on H2pXq.
The result below was first proved by Mongardi by other methods. We will show
that it is a simple consequence of Theorem 1.3.
Corollary 1.4 (Mongardi [Mon16]). Let X be a HK of Kummer type. Let ρ P
OpH2X ;Zq, qXq be a monodormy operator. Then either ρ acts trivially on the dis-
criminant group H2pX ;Zq_{H2pX ;Zq (here H2pX ;Zq is embedded into H2pX ;Zq_
by the BBF quadratic form) and it has determinant 1, or it acts as multiplication
by ´1 on the discriminant group and it has determinant ´1.
Below is our last main result.
Theorem 1.5. Let X be a hyperka¨hler variety of Kummer type, of dimension 2n,
and let L be an ample line bundle on X. Then pJ3pXq,ΘLq is of Weil type, with
an inclusion
Q
a
´2pn` 1qqXpLq Ă EndpJ3pXq,ΘLqQ,
where qXpLq is the value of the Beauville-Bogomolov-Fujiki (BBF) quadratic form
on c1pLq. By varying pX,Lq, one gets a complete (up to isogeny) family of 4 di-
mensional abelian varieties of Weil type with associated field Qr
a
´2pn` 1qqXpLqs,
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and trivial determinant. Moreover, tha Kuga-Satake variety KSpX,Lq is isogenous
to J3pXq4.
1.3. Organization of the paper. Most of Section 2 is devoted to the proof
of results on the cohomology of HK’s of Kummer type. After recalling the defin-
ition of generalized Kummers, and establishing basic notation, we compute the
constants which enter into the formula for certain integrals on a HK of Kummer
type (see Proposition 2.3). In Subsection 2.3 we describe explicitly the integral
3rd cohomolgy group of a generalized Kummer. In dimension 4 this was done by
Kapfer and Menet [KM16]. We extend their result to arbitrary dimension by adapt-
ing arguments of Totaro [Tot16]. In Subsection 2.4 we show that, by invariance
under the monodromy group of compact complex tori, the map φ in (1.2.2) for
2n-dimensional HK’s of Kummer type has a “shape” which depends on an apriori
unknown ϑpqn´2q P Z3. In Subsection 2.5, Subsection 2.6 and Subsection
2.7 we compute the first two entries of ϑpqn´2q (the third entry will be determined
up to sign in Subsection 3.4). Most of the effort goes in a painful computa-
tion of the cup product of certain cohomology classes on a generalized Kummer.
In order to do this we rely on the explicit description of the cohomology ring of
Hilbert schemes of smooth projective surfaces with trivial canonical bundle given
by Lehn and Sorger [LS03]. The last subsection of Section 2 contains the proof
of Theorem 1.1.
In Section 3 we prove Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4. Actually we discuss
an “abstract” map which has the same shape as φ, depending on a choice of ϑ P Z3
with no vanishing entry. In such a set-up, we have a way of explicitly associating to
a weight-2 H.S. of K3 type a weight-1 H.S. If the weight-2 H.S. is polarized, then
the weight-1 H.S. is also polarized.
In the short Section 4 we compute the elementary divisors of the natural po-
larization of J3pXq for a polarized HK fourfold X .
Section 5 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.5. Actually we prove, more
generally, that the polarized weight-1 H.S.’s constructed in Section 3 (depending
on a ϑ P Z3 with no vanishing entry) are of Weil type.
1.4. Conventions. We work over C: projective varieties will be complex projective
varieties.
Throughout the present paper, A is an abelian surface.
Notation: in dealing with cohomology, we omit to mention the ring of coefficients
when we consider complex coefficients.
Let Λ be a lattice. The divisibility of a non zero v P Λ is the positive generator
of pv,Λq; we denote it by divpvq.
Let P N`. The double factorial of n is equal to
n!! :“ n ¨ pn´ 2q ¨ . . . ¨
ˆ
n´ 2
Z
n´ 1
2
^˙
. (1.4.1)
It is convenient to set 0!! :“ 1 and p´1q!! :“ 1.
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2. Generalized Kummers and their cohomology
2.1. Hilbert schemes parametrizing subschemes of finite length. Let S
be a smooth projective surface. Let Srns be the Hilbert scheme parametrizing
subschemes Z Ă S of length n, and let Spnq be the symmetric product of n copies
of S. Given a point rZs P Srns, we let
|Z| :“
ÿ
pPS
ℓpOZ,pqp P Spnq.
The Hilbert-Chow map rhn : Srns Ñ Spnq associates to rZs the cycle |Z|. Letr∆npSq Ă Srns be the prime divisor parametrizing non reduced schemes. The divisor
class of r∆npSq is divisible by 2. We let rξnpSq P H2pSrns;Zq{Tors be characterized
by
2rξnpSq “ c1pOSrnspr∆npSqqq. (2.1.1)
(In order to simplify notation, we will omit S whenever there is no ambiguity.)
Let R be a (commutative) ring. Given α P HmpS;Rq, let αpnq P HmpSpnq;Rq be
characterized by the formula
π˚αpnq “
nÿ
i“1
p˚i α, (2.1.2)
where π : Sn Ñ Spnq is the quotient map and pi : Sn Ñ S is the i-th projection.
Let
HmpS;Rq rµmÝÑ HmpSrns;Rq
α ÞÑ rh˚nαpnq. (2.1.3)
For n ě 2 let
ΓnpSq :“ tpW,Zq P Sr2s ˆ Srns |W P r∆2 W Ă Zu. (2.1.4)
Then ΓnpSq is irreducible of (complex) dimension 2n ´ 1. Let p : ΓnpSq Ñ S be
the map sending pW,Zq to the support of W , and let q : ΓnpSq Ñ Srns be the
projection. We let
Hm´2pS;Rq rνmÝÑ HmpSrns;Rq
β ÞÑ PDpq˚prΓnpSqs X p˚βq,
(2.1.5)
where PD means Poincare´ dual.
2.2. Generalized Kummers. Let A be an abelian surface. Let σr : A
prq Ñ A be
the summation map (in the group A). The n-th generalized Kummer variety is
KnpAq :“ trZs P Arn`1s | σn`1p|Z|q “ 0u.
Beauville [Bea85] proved that KnpAq is a hyperka¨hler variety of dimension 2n. Let
∆npAq :“ r∆n`1pAq XKnpAq, ξnpAq :“ rξn`1pAq|KnpAq, (2.2.1)
and
HmpA;Rq µmÝÑ HmpKnpAq;Rq
α ÞÑ rµmpαq|KnpAq.
Hm´2pA;Rq νmÝÑ HmpKnpAq;Rq
β ÞÑ rνmpβq|KnpAq. (2.2.2)
Now suppose that n ě 2. We have a direct sum decomposition
H2pKnpAq;Zq “ µ2pH2pA;Zqq ‘ Zξn. (2.2.3)
Moreover, the map µ2 for R “ C is a homomorphisms of integral Hodge structures.
The Beauville-Bogomolov-Fujiki bilinear form p, q is given by
pµ2pαq`xξn,µ2pβq`yξnq“pşA α^βq´2pn`1qxy, α,βPH2pAq, x,yPC, (2.2.4)
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and the normalized Fujiki constant of KnpAq equals n` 1, i.e.ż
KnpAq
α2n “ pn` 1qp2n´ 1q!!pα, αqn @α P H2pKnpAq;Cq. (2.2.5)
Remark 2.1. LetW be a complex vector space, equipped with a bilinear symmetric
form p, q. Let us say that two permutations σ, τ P S2r are „-equivalent if we have
equality of multilinear symmetric functions
pασp1q, ασp2qq ¨ . . . ¨ pασp2r´1q, ασp2rqq “ pατp1q, ατp2qq ¨ . . . ¨ pατp2r´1q, ατp2rqq, (2.2.6)
Let ĂS2r be a set of representatives for „-equivalence classes, and let P : W 2r Ñ C
be the multilinear symmetric function defined by
P pα1, . . . , α2rq :“
ÿ
σP ĂS2r
pασp1q, ασp2qq ¨ . . . ¨ pασp2r´1q, ασp2rqq. (2.2.7)
Then P is the polarization of the homogeneous polynomial α ÞÑ p2r ´ 1q!!pα, αqr ,
i.e. P pα, . . . , αq “ p2r ´ 1q!!pα, αqr . In particular, Equation (2.2.5) is equivalent to
the equationż
KnpAq
α1 ! . . .! α2n “ pn` 1q
ÿ
σP ĂS2n
pαi1 , αi2q ¨ . . . ¨ pαi2n´1 , αi2nq, (2.2.8)
Now let X be a 2n dimensional hyperka¨hler manifold, of Kummer type. The bi-
linear form p, q defines an isomorphismH2pXq „Ñ H2pXq_. The inverseH2pXq_ „Ñ
H2pXq defines an element in Sym2H2pXq, whose image by the cup-product map
Sym2H2pXq Ñ H4pXq is a class in H2,2Q pXq that we denote by q_X , or q_ if there
is no danger of misunderstanding. An explicit expression for q_
KnpAq is obtained as
follows. Let e1, f1, e2, f2, e3, f3 be a standard basis of H
2pA;Zq, i.e.ż
A
e2i “ 0,
ż
A
ei ! fi “ 1, xei, fiy is orthogonal to xej, fjy if i ­“ j. (2.2.9)
(Notice that each xei, fiy is a hyperbolic plane.) Then
q_KnpAq “ 2
3ÿ
i“1
µ2peiq! µ2pfiq ´ 1
2pn` 1qξ
2
n. (2.2.10)
Before proving a result on products of q_
KnpAq, we need an identity whose proof was
kindly provided by Ruggero Bandiera.
Lemma 2.2 (Ruggero Bandiera). Let k and ℓ ď n be natural numbers. Then
ℓÿ
i“0
ˆ
ℓ
i
˙ p2i` 2kq!!
p2kq!!
p2n´ 2i´ 1q!!
p2n´ 2ℓ´ 1q!! “
p2n` 2k ` 1qq!!
p2n´ 2ℓ` 2k ` 1q!! . (2.2.11)
Proof. For fixed natural numbers k, ℓ the left and right hand sides of (2.2.11) are
polynomials in n (of degree ℓ), that we denote pkℓ and q
k
ℓ respectively. In particular
pkℓ pxq and qkℓ pxq makes sense for any x, not only for x an integer greater than ℓ. One
proves that pkℓ “ qkℓ by induction on ℓ arguing as follows. First pk0 “ qk0 , because
they are both equal to the constant polynomial 1. A straightforward computation
shows that
pkℓ pn` 1q ´ pkℓ pnq “ 2ℓpkℓ´1pnq, qkℓ pn` 1q ´ qkℓ pnq “ 2ℓqkℓ´1pnq, ℓ ě 1,
and hence by the inductive hypothesis the difference operators of pkℓ and of q
k
ℓ are
equal. Since
pkℓ pnq
ˆ
2ℓ´ 1
2
˙
“ qkℓ pnq
ˆ
2ℓ´ 1
2
˙
,
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it follows that pkℓ “ qkℓ . 
Proposition 2.3. Let X be a 2n dimensional hyperka¨hler manifold, of Kummer
type. Then for all γ P H2pXqż
rXs
pq_qℓ ! γ2n´2ℓ “ pn` 1q p2n` 5q!!p2n` 5´ 2ℓq!! p2n´ 2ℓ´ 1q!!qpγq
n´ℓ.
Proof. By a theorem of Fujiki [Fuj87], there exists a rational number Cℓn (independ-
ent of X) such thatż
rXs
pq_qℓ ! γ2n´2ℓ “ Cℓn ¨ qpγqn´ℓ @γ P H2pXq. (2.2.12)
In order to determine Cℓn, it suffices to compute the left hand side of (2.2.12) for
one X and one γ P H2pXq such that qpγq ­“ 0. We will do the computation for
X “ KnpAq and γ “ ξn. Let
σn :“
3ÿ
i“1
µ2peiq! µ2pfiq P H2,2Z pKnpAqq.
Thus
pq_KnpAqqℓ “
ˆ
2σn ´ 1
2pn` 1qξ
2
n
˙ℓ
“
ℓÿ
i“0
ˆ
ℓ
i
˙
2i
ˆ
´ 1
2pn` 1q
˙ℓ´i
σin ! ξ
2pℓ´iq
n .
A straightforward computation shows thatż
KnpAq
σin ! ξ
2n´2i
n “ pn` 1q
1
2
i!pi` 2qpi` 1qp´2pn` 1qqn´ip2n´ 2i´ 1q!!.
With some manipulations, it follows thatż
KnpAq
pq_KnpAqqℓ ! ξ2n´2ℓn “ pn`1qqpξnqn´ℓ¨
ℓÿ
i“0
ℓ!
pℓ´ iq! pi`2qpi`1q2
i´1p2n´2i´1q!!.
Thus it remains to show that
ℓÿ
i“0
ℓ!
pℓ ´ iq! pi` 2qpi` 1q2
i´1p2n´ 2i´ 1q!! “ p2n` 5q!!p2n` 5´ 2ℓq!! p2n´ 2ℓ´ 1q!!.
The above equality follows at once from the case k “ 2 of Lemma 2.2. 
Definition 2.4. If X is a 2n dimensional hyperka¨hler manifold of Kummer type,
let qX :“ 2pn` 1qq_X .
The point of the above definition is that q P H2,2Z pKnpAqq (by (2.2.10)).
2.3. On the integral cohomology of generalized Kummers. We will prove
the following two results.
Proposition 2.5 (Contained in [KM16] for n “ 2.). Let β P H1pA;Zq. Then ν3pβq
is divisible by 2 in H3pKnpAq;Zq.
Remark 2.6. Let β P H1pA;Zq. By Proposition 2.5, there is a well defined
ν3pβq{2 P H3pKnpAq;Zq{Tors
Theorem 2.7 (Proposition 6.2 in [KM16] for n “ 2.). The map
H3pAq ‘H1pAqp´1q FÝÑ H3pKnpAqq{Tors
pα, βq ÞÑ µ3pαq ` ν3pβq{2
(2.3.1)
is an isomorphism of integral Hodge structures.
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We recall that Aprq is naturally stratified, with strata indexed by partitions of r.
The stratification of Aprq defines a stratification of Arrs via pull back by the Hilbert-
Chow map. Let λ “ pλ1, . . . , λsq be a partition of r, where λ1 ě λ2 ě . . . ě λs.
The stratum A
rrs
λ is equal to the set of Z such that |Z| “ λ1a1 ` . . .` λsas, where
the points a1, . . . , as P A are pairwise distinct. Each stratum is irreducible, and
dimA
rrs
λ “ r ` s. (2.3.2)
Since tArrsλ uλPPr is a stratification, the dimension formula (2.3.2) shows that
Ur:“Arrsp1,...,1q\A
rrs
p2,1,...,1q
, Vr:“Arrsp1,...,1q\A
rrs
p2,1,...,1q
\Arrs
p3,1,...,1q
\Arrs
p2,2,1,...,1q
(2.3.3)
are open (dense) subsets of Arrs.
Lemma 2.8. The restriction map H3pArrs;Zq Ñ H3pUr;Zq is an isomorphism.
Proof. The complement of the open Vr Ă Arrs has (complex) codimension 3; it
follows by a standard argument that the map H3pArrs;Zq Ñ H3pVr;Zq is an iso-
morphism. Thus it suffices to prove that the map H3pVr ,Zq Ñ H3pUr,Zq is an
isomorphism. (Notice that Vr Ą Ur.) If r ď 2, then Vr “ Ur, and hence we are
done. From now on we assume that r ě 3. A piece of the long exact sequence of
cohomology with Z coefficients for the couple pVr, Urq reads
H3pVr, Ur;Zq ÝÑ H3pVr;Zq ÝÑ H3pUr;Zq ÝÑ H4pVr, Ur;Zq ρrÝÑ H4pVr;Zq
By excision and Thom’s isomorphism, H3pVr , Ur;Zq “ 0, hence H3pVr ;Zq ÝÑ
H3pUr;Zq is injective. On the other hand, excision and Thom’s isomorphism give
that
H4pVr , Ur;Zq –
#
Z if r “ 3,
Z2 if r ě 4, Im ρr “
#
xrArrsp3,1,...,1qsy, if r “ 3,
xrArrsp3,1,...,1qs, rA
rrs
p2,2,1,...,1qsy, if r ě 4,
where rArrsp3,1,...,1qs and rA
rrs
p2,2,1,...,1qs are the fundamental classes of A
rrs
p3,1,...,1q and
A
rrs
p2,2,1,...,1q respectively. In order to finish the proof it suffices to show that ρr is
injective, i.e. that rArrsp3,1,...,1qs, rA
rrs
p2,2,1,...,1qs are independent over Z (if r “ 3 this is
to be interpreted as stating that rArrsp3,1,...,1qs is not a torsion class). We may assume
that A is a special abelian surface; we will assume that A “ E ˆ F , where E,F
are elliptic curves. Given q P F , we let iq : E ãÑ E ˆ F be the embedding as the
slice E ˆ tqu. Let D Ă Ep3q be a generic very ample divisor. Thus D meets the
curve t3p | p P Eu in a finite non empty set. Choose q P F , and let x1, . . . , xr´3 be
pairwise distinct points of AziqpEq. Let Σ Ă Arrs be defined by
Σ :“ tiqpZq \ tx1, . . . , xr´3u | Z P Du.
If r ě 4, choose distinct q1, q2 P F , and let y1, . . . , yr´4 be pairwise distinct points
of Aziq1pEqziq2pEq. Let φ : E Ñ P1 be a degree 2 map. We let DE Ă Ep2q be the
g12 defined by φ, i.e. DE :“ tφ˚ppq | p P P1u. Let Ω Ă Arrs be defined by
Ω :“ tiq1pW q \ iq2pZq \ ty1, . . . , yr´4u |W,Z P DEu.
Both Σ and Ω are projective, and have (pure) dimension 2. Thus we may evaluate
the classes rArrsp2,2,1,...,1qs and rA
rrs
p3,1,...,1qs on Σ and Ω. Now notice that Σ meets
A
rrs
p3,1,...,1q in a finite non empy set, and that Ω meets A
rrs
p2,2,...,1q in a finite non empty
set, and it does not meet A
rrs
p3,1,...,1q. It follows that the 2ˆ 2 matrix describing the
evaluation of the classes rArrsp3,1,...,1qs, rA
rrs
p2,2,1,...,1qs on Σ and Ω is non degenerate. (If
r “ 3, this is to be interpreted as stating that the evaluation of the class rArrsp3,1,...,1qs
on Σ is non zero). This proves that ρr is injective. 
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Proof of Proposition 2.5. It suffices to prove that rν3pβq P H3pArn`1s;Zq is di-
visible by 2. Let Un`1 Ă Arn`1s be the open dense subset defined in (2.3.3);
by Lemma 2.8 it suffices to prove that rν3pβq|Un`1 is divisible by 2 in H3pUn`1;Zq.
Let β P H1pA;F2q be the reduction modulo 2 of β; thus rν3pβq is the reduction
modulo 2 of rν3pβq. We must show that
rν3pβq|Un`1 “ 0. (2.3.4)
A piece of the long exact sequence of cohomology with F2 coefficients for the couple
pUn`1, Arn`1sp1,1,...,1qq reads
H2pArn`1s
p1,1,...,1q
;F2q BÝÑH3pUn`1,Arn`1sp1,1,...,1q;F2q
πÝÑH3pUn`1;F2qÝÑH3pArn`1sp1,1,...,1q;F2q (2.3.5)
Thom’s isomorphism gives an identification
H3pUn`1, Arn`1sp1,1,...,1q;F2q – H1pA
rn`1s
p2,1,...,1q;F2q. (2.3.6)
Let τ : A
rn`1s
p2,1,...,1q Ñ S be the composition of A
rn`1s
p2,1,...,1q Ñ SˆSpn´1q (the restriction
of Hilbert-Chow) and the projection S ˆ Spn´1q Ñ S. Then
πpτ˚pβqq “ rν3pβq|Un`1 . (2.3.7)
(The above equation makes sense by (2.3.6)). By Lemma 3.1 in [Tot16] (Totaro’s
Lemma is stated for n “ 1, but the same proof gives the statement in general),
τ˚pβq P ImpBq, and hence (2.3.4) holds. 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. The map in (2.3.1) is a morphism of Hodge structures,
integral by Proposition 2.5, hence we are left with the task of proving that it
defines an isomorphism between H3pA;Zq ‘ H1pA;Zq and H3pKnpAq;Zq{Tors.
We proceed as in the proof of Proposition 6.2 in [KM16].
Let tη1, η2, η3, η4u be an oriented basis of H1pA;Zq, i.e. such that η1 ! . . .! η4
is the orientation class, and let tη_1 , . . . , η_4 u be the dual basis. Since we have the
perfect pairing
H3pAq ˆH1pAq x,yÝÑ C
pα, βq ÞÑ `β ÞÑ ş
A
α! β
˘ (2.3.8)
we may view each η_i as an element of H
3pA;Zq. Let Σ1, . . . ,Σ4 Ă A be generic
smooth oriented 1-manifolds representing the Poincare´ duals of η_1 , . . . , η
_
4 , and let
Ω1, . . . ,Ω4 Ă A be generic smooth oriented 2-manifolds representing the Poincare´
duals of η4 ! η1, η1 ! η2, η2 ! η3, η3 ! η4. Choose generic (distinct) points
x1, . . . , xn´2, y1, . . . , yn´2 P A. Let Γ1, . . . ,Γ4,Θ1, . . . ,Θ4 Ă KnpAq be the smooth
oriented 3 manifolds
Γi :“ tpZ0 \ tx1, . . . , xn´2uq P KnpAq | Z0 X Σi ­“ H, Z0 X Ωi ­“ Hu,
Θj :“ tpZ0 \ tx1, . . . , xn´2uq P KnpAq | |Z0| “ 2p` q, p P Σju.
A straightforward computation shows that the 8 ˆ 8 matrix whose entries are
the evaluations of the classes µ3pη_1 q, . . . , µ3pη_4 q, ν3pη1{2q, . . . , ν3pη4{2q on the 3-
homology classes represented by Σ1, . . . ,Σ4,Θ1, . . . ,Θ4 is a matrix
ˆ
C ˚
04,4 D
˙
,
where C,D are diagonal matrices with entries ˘1 on the diagonals. This proves
that the image of H3pA;Zq ‘H1pA;Zq under the map in (2.3.1) is a rank 8 satur-
ated subgroup of H3pKnpAq;Zq{Tors. By Go¨ttsche [Go¨t94] the rank of the latter
is 8 , and hence Theorem 2.7 follows. 
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2.4. Structure of φ for X a generalized Kummer. Let X be a HK of Kummer
type, of dimension 2n. Let UX P H2n´4,2n´4Z pXq be an integral Hodge class which
remains of Hodge type for all deformations of X . Thus UX might be q
n´2, where
q is as in Definition 2.4, or a weight 4n´ 8 poynomial in the Chern classes of X .
We let
φpUXq :
2ľ
H3pXq ÝÑ H2pXq_ (2.4.1)
be the composition of the mapŹ2
H3pXq ÝÑ H4n´2pXq
γ ^ γ1 ÞÑ γ ! γ1 ! UX
and the map H4n´2pXq Ñ H2pXq_ defined by cup product. Because of our hypo-
thesis on UX , the map φpUXq is a morphism of Hodge structures and is flat for the
Gauss-Manin connnection.
Now let A be an abelian surface, and let U “ UKnpAq. By Proposition 2.5 have
the isomorphism : H3pAq ‘H1pAq „ÝÑ H3pKnpAqq. We letŹ2pH3pAq ‘H1pAqq ΦpUqÝÑ H2pKnpAqq_
pα, βq ^ pα1, β1q ÞÑ φpUqpFpα, βq ^ Fpα1, β1qq
We will describe the general structure of ΦpUq.
Notation 2.9. The projection H2pKnpAqq Ñ H2pAq defined by (2.2.3), defines an
embeddingH2pAq_ ãÑ H2pKnpAqq_, and similarly we may define ξ_n P H2pKnpAqq_
to be the function which is zero on µ2pH2pAqq, and takes the value 1 on ξn.
The codomain of ΦpUq is identified with H2pAq_ ‘ Cξ_n . On the other hand
H2pAq is naturally identified with Ź2H1pAq, hence H2pAq_ is naturally identified
with
Ź2
H1pAq_. We also have the isomorphismŹ2 λ : Ź2H1pAq_ „ÑŹ2H3pAq
(see (2.3.8)), hence we may write
ΦpUq :
2ľ
pH3pAq ‘H1pAqq ÝÑ
2ľ
H3pAq ‘ Cξ_n . (2.4.2)
Definition 2.10. Let ι :
Ź2
H1pAq „ÝÑŹ2H3pAq be the composition
2ľ
H1pAq „ÝÑ
2ľ
H1pAq_
Ź
2 λÝÑ
2ľ
H3pAq, (2.4.3)
where the first map is defined by wedge-product
Ź2
H1pAq ˆŹ2H1pAq ÝÑ C.
Proposition 2.11. There exists ϑpUq “ pϑ1pUq, ϑ2pUq, ϑ3pUqq P Z3 such that
ΦpUqppα,βq^pα1,β1qq“ϑ1pUqα^α1`ϑ2pUqιpβ^β1q`ϑ3pUqpxα,β1y´xα1,βyqqξ_n (2.4.4)
for all pα, βq, pα1, β1q P H3pAq‘H1pAq. (The expressions xα1, βy, xβ1, αy in (2.4.4)
are given by the perfect pairing in (2.3.8).)
Proof. Let ΦipUq be the restriction of ΦpUq to the i-th summand of the direct sum
decomposition
2ľ
pH3pAq ‘H1pAqq “
2ľ
H3pAq ‘
2ľ
H1pAq ‘H3pAq bH1pAq.
Each of the maps ΦipUq is equivariant for the natural action of the monodromy
group of 2 dimensional compact complex tori on domain and codomain. We stress
that we deform A to arbitrary 2 dimensional compact complex tori, in general
not projective; this makes sense because the generalized Kummer KnpT q is well-
defined for an arbitrary 2 dimensional compact complex torus. Since the images
of the monodromy group in H1pA;Zq and H3pA;Zq are the full (integral) spe-
cial linear groups, each of the maps ΦipUq is equivariant for the natural actions
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of the (complex) groups SLpH1pAqq and SLpH3pAqq. It follows that there exist
ϑ1pUq, ϑ2pUq, ϑ3pUq P C such that Φ1pUq “ pϑ1pUq Id, 0q, Φ2pUq “ pϑ2pUqι, 0q, and
Φ3pUqppα, 0q ^ p0, β1qq “ ϑ3pUqxα, β1yξ_n . Since ΦpUq is integral, one gets that each
ϑipUq is an integer. 
Definition 2.12. Let X be a HK manifold of Kummer type (of dimension 2n ě 4),
and let UX P H2n´4,2n´4Z pXq be an integral Hodge class which remains of Hodge
type for all deformations of X . Deforming pX,UXq to pKnpAq,UKnpAqq, we may
set (unambiguously) ϑpUXq :“ ϑpUKnpAqq, where ϑpUKnpAqq is the triple of integers
defined in Proposition 2.11.
2.5. The cohomology ring of Arms. Let S be a smooth projective surface with
torsion canonical class. Lehn and Sorger [LS03] have identified the cohomology
ring of Srms with a ring functorially associated to HpSq, the cohomology ring of
S. In the present subsection we will recall the construction of Lehn and Sorger for
an abelian surface A (there is one semplification, because the Euler characteristic
vanishes). If Z is a topological space, we let HpZq be its rational cohomology ring.
Throughout this subsection we will adhere to the notation of [LS03]. In particular,
we shift the grading of HpAq by 2, i.e. we set
degHppAq :“ p´ 2, (2.5.1)
2.5.1. The ring HpAqrms. Let I be a finite set. One sets
HpAqbI :“ HpAIq. (2.5.2)
Suppose that I has cardinality r. Let rrs :“ t1, 2, . . . , ru. A choice of bijection
f : rrs „Ñ I defines an isomorphism HpAqbr „Ñ HpAqbI . We define a grading of
HpAqbI according to (2.5.1), i.e.
degHp1pAq b . . .bHprpAq “ p1 ` . . .` pr ´ 2r. (2.5.3)
The degree of a homogeneous element α P HpAqbI is denoted |α|. One defines
HpAq b . . .bHpAqlooooooooooomooooooooooon
r
TrÝÑ C
α1 b . . .b αr ÞÑ p´
ş
A
α1q ¨ . . . ¨ p´
ş
A
αrq
(notice the minus signs), where
ş
A
α is the evaluation of the degree 4 component of
α over the 4-cycle defined by A with its complex orientation. Given a finite set I
of cardinality r, we may define TI : HpAqbI Ñ C by choosing a bijection rrs „ÝÑ I,
and TI is clearly independent of the bijection. Notice that TI is a non-degenerate
bilinear form.
Let I, J be finite sets, and let f : I Ñ J be a surjection; by taking the cup-
product map HpAqf´1pjq Ñ HpAq for every j P J (see p. 307 of [LS03]), one defines
a map
f˚ : HpAqbI Ñ HpAqbJ . (2.5.4)
Let
f˚ : HpAqbJ Ñ HpAqbI (2.5.5)
be the adjoint of f˚ with respect to the non degenerate bilinear forms TJ and TI .
In particular, let ∆r : HpAqbr Ñ HpAq be multiplication. Then ∆r,˚ : HpAq Ñ
HpAqbr is the adjoint of multiplication:
T p∆r,˚pαq ¨ β1 b . . .b βrq “ ´
ż
A
α! β1 ! . . .! βr. (2.5.6)
Next, let
HpAqtSmu :“
à
πPSm
HpAqbxπyzrms ¨ π. (2.5.7)
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Here xπyzrms is the set of orbits in rms of the subgroup of Sm spanned by π. If
ζ P HpAqbxπyzrms is homogeneous, the degree of ζπ is defined to be |ζ|.
One defines a multiplication on HpAqtSmu proceeding as follows (see Proposi-
tion 2.13 of [LS03]). Let π, ρ P Sm. The graph defect gpπ, ρq : xπ, ρyzrms Ñ N is
the function (see Lemma 2.7 in [LS03]) defined by
gpπ, ρqpBq “ 1
2
p|B| ` 2´ |xπyzB| ´ |xρyzB| ´ |xπρyzB|q .
The surjections xπyzrms ÝÑ xπ, ρyzrms and xρyzrms ÝÑ xπ, ρyzrms define maps
fπ,xπ,ρy : HpAqbxπyzrms Ñ HpAqbxπ,ρyzrms, fρ,xπ,ρy : HpAqbxρyzrms Ñ HpAqbxπ,ρyzrms
(see (2.5.4)), and the surjection xπρyzrms ÝÑ xπ, ρyzrms defines
fxπ,ρy,xπρy : HpAqbxπ,ρyzrms Ñ HpAqbxπρyzrms,
as in (2.5.5). One defines µπ,ρ : HpAqbxπyzrms bHpAqbxρyzrms Ñ HpAqbxπρyzrms by
setting
µπ,ρpab bq :“
#
f
xπ,ρy,xπρy
pfπ,xπ,ρypaq ¨ fρ,xπ,ρypbqq if gpπ, ρq “ 0,
0 otherwise.
The multiplication on HpAqtSmu is defined by setting
ζπ ¨ ξρ :“ µπ,ρpζ, ξqπρ.
The group Sm acts on HpAqtSmu, see p. 310 of [LS03], and one sets
HpAqrms “ pHpAqtSmuqSm . (2.5.8)
The restriction of multiplication to HpAqrms is graded commutative, and homogen-
eous of degree 2m, see Proposition 2.13 and Proposition 2.15 of [LS03]. Let
8à
m“0
HpAqrms ΓÝÑ
8à
m“0
HpArmsq “: H (2.5.9)
be the isomorphism of vector spaces defined on p. 318 of [LS03].
Theorem 2.13 (Lehn-Sorger [LS03]). The map in (2.5.9) is an isomorphism of
graded commutative rings, provided we define degHppArmsq :“ p´ 2m.
2.5.2. Product of certain elements of HpAqtSmu. First we introduce some notation.
Let τ P Sm. We define a total ordering ĺ on the orbit set xτyzrms by setting I ĺ J
if minpIq ď minpJq. Thus, letting p be the cardinality of xτyzrms, we have a
preferred isomorphism
HpAqbp „Ñ HpAqbxτyzrms. (2.5.10)
Definition 2.14. Keep notation as above, and let β1, . . . , βp P HpAq. We may view
β1 b . . .b βp as an element of HpAqbxτyzrms because of (3.5.19). This understood,
we let β1 b . . .b βpτ be the corresponding element of HpAqtSmu.
Given α P HpAq and 1 ď i ď m, we let
p˚i pαq :“ 1b . . .b 1b α
i
b 1b . . .b 1 P HpAqbm. (2.5.11)
Definition 2.15. Let ξ P HpAq. For and 1 ď i ă j ď pn`1q, let ∆ij˚ pξq P HpAqbm
be the image of ∆2,˚pξq under the homomorphism HpAqb2 Ñ HpAqbm mapping
a b b to p˚i paq ¨ p˚j pbq. Similarly, for 1 ď h ă k ă l ď m, let ∆hkl˚ pξq P HpAqbm
be the image of ∆3,˚pξq under the homomorphism HpAqbm Ñ HpAqbm mapping
ab bb c to p˚hpaq ¨ p˚kpbq ¨ p˚l pcq.
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Let 1 ď i ă j ď m and 1 ď h ă k ď m. Then the following formulae hold
(cf. Example 2.17 in [LS03]):
pp˚i pβqpijqq¨pp˚hpβ1qphkqq “
$’&’%
∆ij˚ pβ ! β1q Id if ti, ju “ th, ku,
p˚
minti,j,h,kupβ ! β1qpijq ¨ phkq if |ti, ju X th, ku| “ 1,
zijhkpβ, β1qpijq ¨ phkq if ti, ju X th, ku “ H,
(2.5.12)
where
zijhkpβ, β1q :“
$’&’%
p˚i β ¨ p˚hβ1 if i ă h ă j or h ă i ă k,
p˚i β ¨ p˚h´1β1 if i ă j ă h,
p˚i´1β ¨ p˚hβ1 if h ă k ă i.
(2.5.13)
Let 1 ď i ă j ă k ď m. Then (cf. Example 2.17 in [LS03]):
pp˚i pβqpijkqq ¨ pp˚i pβ1qpkjiqq “ ∆ijk˚ pβ ! β1q Id . (2.5.14)
Lastly, let 1 ď i ă j ď m and 1 ď h ă k ď m. Let β, β1, γ, γ1 P HpAq, with γ and
β1 homogeneous. Then
pp˚i pβqpijqq¨pp˚h pβ1qphkqq¨pp˚i pγqpijqq¨pp˚h pγ1qphkqq“p´1q|β
1|¨|γ|∆
ij
˚ pβ!γq¨∆hk˚ pβ1!γ1q Id . (2.5.15)
2.5.3. Cohomology classes and Grojnowski-Nakajima operators. Our next task is
to describe elements of HpAqrms which correspond to classes in HpArmsq that
are relevant for our computations. In order to avoid misunderstandings, we letrµrmsr : HrpAq Ñ HrpArmsq be the map that was previously denoted by rµr (we add
the superscript rms), and similarly we let rνrmsr : Hr´2pAq Ñ HrpArmsq be the map
that was previously denoted by rνr.
Notice that
řm
i“1 p
˚
i pαq Id P HpAqrms.
Proposition 2.16. Keep notation as above, and let α P HrpAq. Then
Γ
˜
mÿ
i“1
p˚i pαq Id
¸
“ rµrmsr pαq. (2.5.16)
Proof. Given ℓ P N and γ P HpAq, let p´ℓpγq : HÑ H be the Grojnowski-Nakajima
operator, see p. 315 in [LS03]. Let 1 P H0pAr0sq be the function tHu Ñ C with
value 1 (the vacuum). By definition of Γ, the proposition follows from the easily
verified equality
p´1p1q ¨ . . . ¨ p´1p1qlooooooooooomooooooooooon
m´1
¨p´1pαq ¨ 1 “ pm´ 1q!rµrmsr pαq

For β P HpAq, let
cmpβq :“
ÿ
1ďiăjďm
p˚i pβqpijq. (2.5.17)
(This is the only place where our notation differs from that of [LS03], our cmp1q is
denoted ´ǫm,2, see p. 319 op. cit.) Notice that cmpβq P HpAqrms.
Proposition 2.17. Let β P Hr´2pAq, and keep notation as above. Then
Γpcmpβqq “ 1
2
rνrmsr pβq. (2.5.18)
Proof. By definition of Γ, the proposition follows from the equality
p´1p1q ¨ . . . ¨ p´1p1qlooooooooooomooooooooooon
m´2
¨p´2pβq ¨ 1 “ pm´ 2q!rνrmsr pβq

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Let β, β1 P HpAq. The following formula (which holds by (2.5.12)) will be handy:
cmpβq ¨ cmpβ1q “
ÿ
1ďiăjďm
∆ij˚ pβ ! β1q Id`
`
ÿ
th,k,luĂt1,...,mu
|th,k,lu|“3
p˚minth,k,lupβ Y β1qphklq `
ÿ
1ďiăjďm
1ďhăkďm
ti,juXth,ku“H
zijhkpβ, β1qpijqphkq.
(2.5.19)
(Notice that in the second summation in the right hand side of (2.5.19) every order
3 cyclic permutation appears 3 times.)
Lastly, let ηArms P H4mpSrmsq be the fundamental class; it follows directly from
the definition of Γ (see in particular the definition of Φ on p. 311 of [LS03]) that
ΓpηbmA Idq “
1
m!
ηArms . (2.5.20)
2.6. Computation of ϑ1pqn´2q. Let X be a 2n dimensional hyperka¨hler manifold
of Kummer type, and let qX P H2,2Z pXq be the class in Definition 2.4. Then
qn´2X P H2n´4,2n´4Z pXq, and hence ϑpqn´2X q is well defined. In the present subsection
we will prove the following result.
Proposition 2.18. Let X be a 2n dimensional hyperka¨hler manifold of Kummer
type, where n ě 2. Then
ϑ1pqn´2X q “ ´2n´2pn` 1qn´2
p2n` 3q!!
7!!
. (2.6.1)
The proof of Proposition 2.18 is given at the end of the subsection.
We start by going through some preliminary results. LetHpKnpAqqp2q Ă HpKnpAqq
be the graded subring generated byH2pKnpAqq. By a Theorem of Verbitsky [Ver96,
Bog96], the restriction of the Poincare´ pairing to HpKnpAqqp2q is perfect, and
the kernel of the natural map SymH2pKnpAqq Ñ HpKnpAqqp2q is generated by
all elements αn`1, where qpαq “ 0. Now suppose that p ď n. Then the map
SympH2pKnpAqq Ñ HpKnpAqq2pp2q is an isomorphism, and hence we have a direct
sum decomposition
H2ppKnpAqq “ SympH2pKnpAqq ‘
´
HpKnpAqqKp2q
¯2p
,
where orthogonality is with respect to the Poincare´ pairing. Let
Πp : H
2ppKnpAqq ÝÑ SympH2pKnpAqq
be the projection.
Lemma 2.19. Let n ě 3. There exist Cipnq, Dipnq P Q for i P t1, 2, 3u such that
for all α, α1 P H3pAq and β, β1 P H1pAq,
Π3pµ3pαq! µ3pα1qq “ C1pnqq_ ! µ2pι´1pα^ α1qq `D1pnqµ2pι´1pα^ α1qq! ξ2n,
Π3pν3pβq! ν3pβ1qq “ C2pnqq_ ! µ2pβ ! β1q `D2pnqµ2pβ ! β1q! ξ2n,
Π3pµ3pαq! ν3pβqq “ C3pnq
ˆż
A
α! β
˙
q_ ! ξn `D3pnq
ˆż
A
α! β
˙
ξ3n.
Proof. Let Ψ1 :
Ź2
H3pAq Ñ Sym3H2pKnpAqq, Ψ2 :
Ź2
H1pAq Ñ Sym3H2pKnpAqq,
and Ψ3 : H
3pAqbH1pAq Ñ Sym3H2pKnpAqq be the linear maps which have values
Π3pµ3pαq! µ3pα1qq, Π3pν3pβq! ν3pβ1qq and Π3pµ3pαq! ν3pβqq on decomposable
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vectors α ^ α1, β ^ β1 and α b β respectively. Because of (2.2.3), we write the
codomain of Ψi as
Sym3H2pAq ‘ `Sym2H2pAq b Cξn˘‘ `H2pAq b Cξ2n˘‘ Cξ3n. (2.6.2)
The map Ψi is equivariant for the action of the Monodromy group on domain and
codomain. Since the monodromy group is SLH3pA;Zq, Ψi is equivariant for the
action of SLH3pAq. The domains of Ψ1 and Ψ2 are irreducible representations of
SLH3pAq. Decomposing each summand of (2.6.2) into a direct sum of irreducible
SLH3pAq representations, one gets the first two equations. The decomposition into
irreducible summands of the domain of Ψ3 is End0pH3pAqq ‘ C IdH3pAq. Of these
two representations, only the trivial one appears in the decomposition of (2.6.2),
and the third equation follows. 
Throughout the present subsection we let tη1, . . . , η4u be an oriented basis of
H1pAq, i.e. such that η :“ η1 ! . . .! η4 is the fundamental class of A.
Proposition 2.20. Let α, α1 P H3pAq, and γ P H2pAq. If n ě 2, thenş
KnpAq
µ3pαq!µ3pα1q!µ2pγq2n´3“´p2n´3q!!pşA ι´1pα^α1q!γq¨pşA γ2qn´2. (2.6.3)
Proof. The required computation can be done on An`1 (without appealing to the
Lehn-Sorger formulae), because of the following argument. Let
σn`1 : Apn`1q Ñ A, pσn`1 : An`1 Ñ A
be the summation maps, and let
Wn`1pAq :“ σ´1n`1p0q, xWn`1pAq :“ pσ´1n`1p0q. (2.6.4)
The restriction of the Hilbert-Chow map toKnpAq is a map hn : KnpAq ÑWn`1pAq
of degree 1 and, for λ P HkpAq, the class µkpλq is equal to h˚npλpn`1q|Wn`1pAqq.
Hence the computation may be done on Wn`1pAq. On the other hand the natural
map xWn`1pAq Ñ Wn`1pAq has degree pn ` 1q!, and therefore the computation
may be done on xWn`1pAq. Lastly, we may compute on An`1, because the relevant
classes on xWn`1pAq are the restrictions of classes on An`1.
Let pi : A
n`1 Ñ A be the projection to the i-th factor. The kernel of pσn`1,
i.e. xWn`1pAq, has Poincare´ dual the class
ω :“
n`1ÿ
a“1
p˚apη1q Y
n`1ÿ
b“1
p˚b pη2q Y
n`1ÿ
c“1
p˚c pη3q Y
n`1ÿ
d“1
p˚d pη4q. (2.6.5)
Thus (2.6.3) is equivalent to the following equality:
ş
rAn`1s
˜
n`1ř
r“1
p˚r α
¸
!
˜
n`1ř
s“1
p˚s α
1
¸
!
˜
n`1ř
t“1
p˚t γ
¸
2n´3
!ω“´pn`1q!¨p2n´3q!!pşA ι´1pα^α1q!γq¨pşA γ!γqn´2.
(2.6.6)
It suffices to prove that (2.6.6) holds for all choices
α“ηi1Yηi2Yηi3 , α1“ηj1Yηj2Yηj3 , 1ďi1ăi2ăi3ď4, 1ďj1ăj2ăj3ď4. (2.6.7)
Let i0, j0 be such that
ti0, i1, i2, i3u “ t1, . . . , 4u, tj0, j1, j2, j3u “ t1, . . . , 4u. (2.6.8)
By interchanging α and α1, if necessary, we may assume that i0 ă j0. Let h0 ă k0
be such that
ti0, j0, h0, k0u “ t1, . . . , 4u. (2.6.9)
Then
ι´1pα^ α1q “ ´ηh0 ! ηk0 . (2.6.10)
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The integrand in the left hand side of (2.6.6) is the sum of monomials, i.e. products
of the addends of the factors. Each non vanishing monomial is equal to
p´1qi0`j0p˚r pα!ηi0 q!p˚s pα1!ηj0 q!p˚t1 pγ
2q!...!p˚tn´2 pγ
2q!p˚tn´1pγ!ηh0!ηk0 q, (2.6.11)
where tr, s, t1, . . . , tn´1u “ t1, . . . , n` 1u.
By (2.6.10), the integral over An`1 of the class in (2.6.11) equals
´
ˆż
A
ι´1pα^ α1q! γ
˙
¨
ˆż
A
γ2
˙n´2
.
Since there are pn` 1q!p2n´ 3q!! such integrals appearing, the proposition follows.

Proposition 2.21. Let α, α1 P H3pAq, and γ P H2pAq. If n ě 3, thenş
KnpAq
µ3pαq!µ3pα1q!µ2pγq2n´5!ξ2n“2pn`1q¨p2n´5q!!pşA ι´1pα^α1q!γq¨pşA γ2qn´3. (2.6.12)
Proof. Let Q be the number such that
cn`1p1q
2 ¨přn`1i“1 p˚i pαq Idq¨přn`1i“1 p˚i pα1q Idq¨přn`1i“1 p˚i pγq Idq2n´5¨ 4ś
s“1
pp˚1 pηsq Id`...`p˚n`1pηsq Idq“Qηbpn`1q.
(2.6.13)
By the results recalled in Subsection 2.5, the integral in the left hand side
of (2.6.12) is equal to Q{pn` 1q!. Now consider Equation (2.5.19) for β “ β1 “ 1,
and plug it into the left hand side of (2.6.13): the terms in the right hand side
of (2.5.19) which involve non trivial permutations will give zero when multiplied
by the other factors, hence we get that the left hand side of (2.6.13) is equal to the
sum, for 1 ď i ă j ď pn ` 1q, of the products obtained by substituting cn`1p1q2
with ∆ij˚ p1q Id in the left hand side of (2.6.13). Since there are npn ` 1q{2 such
terms, and each contributes (by symmetry) the same amount to Q, it follows that
ş
KnpAq
µ3pαq!µ3pα1q!µ2pγq2n´5!ξ2n“
1
pn´1q!¨2
ş
An`1
∆
n,pn`1q
˚ p1q!přn`1i“1 p˚i pαqq!přn`1i“1 p˚i pα1qq!přn`1i“1 p˚i pγqq2n´5! 4ś
s“1
pp˚1 pηsq`...`p˚n`1pηsqq.
(2.6.14)
Next, notice that ´∆n,pn`1q˚ p1q is the Poincare´ dual of ta P An`1 | an “ an`1u.
Thus, letting ν be the cohomology class on An given by
ν:“pp˚1 pγq`...`p˚n´1pγq`2p˚npγqq2n´5!
4ś
s“1
pp˚1 pηsq`...`p˚n´1pηsq`2p˚n pηsqq, (2.6.15)
the integral in the right hand side of (2.6.14) is equal to
´ ş
An
pp˚1 pαq`...`p˚n´1pαq`2p˚n pαqq!pp˚1 pα1q`...`p˚n´1pα1q`2p˚npα1qq!ν. (2.6.16)
By Proposition 2.11 it suffices to prove that (2.6.12) holds with one choice of
α, α1 such that α^ α1 ­“ 0. We choose
α “ η1 ! η2 ! η3, α1 “ η1 ! η2 ! η4. (2.6.17)
Notice that
ι´1pα^ α1q “ η1 ! η2. (2.6.18)
The integrand in (2.6.16) equals
ř
i­“j
1ďi,jďpn´1q
p˚i pαq!p˚j pα1q!ν`2
n´1ř
i“1
p˚i pαq!p˚n pα1q!ν`2
n´1ř
j“1
p˚n pαq!p˚j pα1q!ν. (2.6.19)
Since ν is Sn-invariant, it follows that the integral in (2.6.16) equals
pn´1qpn´2q
ş
An p
˚
1
pαq!p˚
2
pα1q!ν`2pn´1q
ş
An p
˚
1
pαq!p˚n pα
1q!ν`2pn´1q
ş
An p
˚
n pαq!p
˚
1
pα1q!ν. (2.6.20)
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Expanding ν as a sum of monomials, one gets that
p
˚
1
pαq!p˚
2
pα1q!ν“
“
n´1ř
i“3
4pn´3q!p2n´5q!!p˚
1
pαq!p˚
2
pα1q!p˚
3
pγ2q!...!p˚
i´1
pγ2q!p˚
i
pγq!p˚
i`1
pγ2q!...!p˚n pγ
2q!p˚
i
pη1q!p
˚
i
pη2q!p
˚
2
pη3q!p
˚
1
pη4q`
`8pn´3q!p2n´5q!!p˚
1
pαq!p˚
2
pα1q!p˚
3
pγ2q!...!p˚
n´1
pγ2q!p˚n pγq!p
˚
n pη1q!p
˚
n pη2q!p
˚
2
pη3q!p
˚
1
pη4q.
(2.6.21)
Thus, recalling (2.6.18), Equation (2.6.21) gives
ş
An
p˚
1
pαq!p˚
2
pα1q!ν“´4pn´1qpn´3q!p2n´5q!!
˜ş
A
γ!ι´1pα^α1q
¸˜ş
A
γ2
¸n´3
. (2.6.22)
Expanding again ν as a sum of monomials, one gets that
p
˚
1
pαq!p˚n pα
1q!ν“
“
n´1ř
i“2
2pn´3q!p2n´5q!!p˚
1
pαq!p˚n pα
1q!p˚
2
pγ2q!...!p˚
i´1
pγ2q!p˚
i
pγq!p˚
i`1
pγ2q!...!p˚
n´1
pγ2q!p˚
i
pη1q!p
˚
i
pη2q!p
˚
n pη3q!p
˚
1
pη4q.
Recalling (2.6.18), it follows that
ş
An
p˚
1
pαq!p˚n pα1q!ν“´2pn´2q!p2n´5q!!
˜ş
A
γ!ι´1pα^α1q
¸˜ş
A
γ2
¸n´3
. (2.6.23)
Exchanging α and α1 we see that the third integral appearing in (2.6.20) is also
equal to the right hand side of (2.6.23). By (2.6.20) it follows that the integral in
the right hand side of (2.6.14) is equal (recall the minus sign in (2.6.16)) to
4pn` 1qpn´ 1q!p2n´ 5q!!
¨˝ż
A
γ ! ι´1pα ^ α1q‚˛
¨˝ż
A
γ2‚˛n´3 .
The proposition now follows from (2.6.14). 
Corollary 2.22. Let n ě 3. Then (notation as in Lemma 2.19)
C1pnq “ ´ 1pn` 1qp2n` 5q , D1pnq “ 0.
Proof. By Lemma 2.19, we have
ş
KnpAq
µ3pαq!µ3pα1q!µ2pγq2n´3“C1pnq
ş
KnpAq
q_!µ2pι´1pα^α1qq!µ2pγq2n´3`
`D1pnq
ş
KnpAq
µ2pι´1pα^α1qq!ξ2n!µ2pγq2n´3, (2.6.24)
and
ş
KnpAq
µ3pαq!µ3pα1q!µ2pγq2n´5!ξ2n“C1pnq
ş
KnpAq
q_!µ2pι´1pα^α1qq!µ2pγq2n´5!ξ2n`
`D1pnq
ş
KnpAq
µ2pι´1pα^α1qq!µ2pγq2n´5!ξ4n. (2.6.25)
Each of the integrals appearing in the right hand side of the above equations may
be computed by invoking the case ℓ “ 1 of Proposition 2.3, or Equation (2.2.5)
(see also Remark 2.1). By Proposition 2.20 and Proposition 2.21, it follows
that C1pnq and D1pnq are the solutions of the system of linear equations
´p2n´3q!! “ pn`1qp2n`5q¨p2n´3q!!C1pnq´2pn`1q2¨p2n´3q!!D1pnq,
2pn`1q¨p2n´5q!! “ ´2pn`1q2p2n`5q¨p2n´5q!!C1pnq`12pn`1q3¨p2n´5q!!D1pnq.
(2.6.26)
Solving for C1pnq and D1pnq one gets the formulae of the proposition. 
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Proof of Proposition 2.18. We must prove that if α, α1 P H3pAq and γ P H2pAq,
then
ş
KnpAq
µ3pαq!µ3pα1q!qn´2!µ2pγq“´2n´2pn`1qn´2 p2n`3q!!7!!
ş
A
ι´1pα^α1q!γ. (2.6.27)
If n “ 2, Equation (2.6.27) follows directly from (2.6.3). If n ě 3, one ap-
plies Lemma 2.19. In fact, one assigns to C1pnq and D1pnq the values given
by Corollary 2.22, and then one applies (2.2.5) (see also Remark 2.1) and Pro-
position 2.3 in order to carry out the required computations. 
2.7. Computation of ϑ2pqn´2q. We will prove the following result.
Proposition 2.23. Let X be a 2n dimensional hyperka¨hler manifold of Kummer
type, where n ě 2. Then
ϑ2pqn´2X q “ ´2n´2pn` 1qn´1
p2n` 3q!!
7!!
(2.7.1)
The proof of Proposition 2.23 will be given at the end of this subsection.
Throughout the subsection, tη1, . . . , η4u is an oriented basis of H1pAq, i.e. η :“
η1 ! . . .! η4 is the fundamental class of A.
Proposition 2.24. Let β, β1 P H1pAq and γ P H2pAq. If n ě 2, then
ş
KnpAq
ν3pβq!ν3pβ1q!µ2pγq2n´3“´4pn`1qp2n´3q!!pşA β!β1!γq¨pşA γ2qn´2. (2.7.2)
Proof. Let M be the integer such that
cn`1pβq¨cn`1pβ1q¨přn`1i“1 p˚i pγq Idq2n´3¨ś4s“1přn`1j“1 p˚j pηsq Idq“Mηbpn`1q Id . (2.7.3)
By Proposition 2.16, Proposition 2.17 and (2.5.20), we haveż
KnpAq
ν3pβq! ν3pβ1q! µ2pγq2n´3 “ 4Mpn` 1q! . (2.7.4)
Let us compute M . By (2.5.19)
M “
ÿ
1ďhăkďpn`1q
ż
An`1
∆hk˚ pβ ! β1q!
˜
n`1ÿ
i“1
p˚i pγq
¸2n´3
!
4ź
s“1
˜
n`1ÿ
j“1
p˚j pηsq
¸
“
npn` 1q
2
ż
An`1
∆12˚ pβ ! β1q!
˜
n`1ÿ
i“1
p˚i pγq
¸2n´3
!
4ź
s“1
˜
n`1ÿ
j“1
p˚j pηsq
¸
. (2.7.5)
Since
∆12˚ pβ ! β1q “ ´p˚1 pβ ! β1q! P.D.ta P An`1 | a1 “ a2u,
(here P.D. stands for “Poincare´ dual”), it follows that
ş
KnpAq
ν3pβq!ν3pβ1q!µ2pγq2n´3“
“´ 2
pn´1q!
ş
An
p˚
1
pβ!β1q!p2p˚
1
pγq`p˚
2
pγq`...`p˚n pγqq2n´3!
4ś
s“1
p2p˚
1
pηsq`p˚2 pηsq`...`p˚n pηsqq.
(2.7.6)
By Proposition 2.11 it suffices to prove that (2.7.2) holds with one choice of β, β1
such that β ! β1 ­“ 0. We choose
β “ η1, β1 “ η2. (2.7.7)
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The integrand in the right hand side of (2.7.6) is equal to
nř
i“2
2pn´2q!p2n´3q!!p˚
1
pβ!β1q!p˚
1
pγq!p˚
2
pγ2q!...!p˚
i´1
pγ2q!p˚
i`1
pγ2q!...!p˚n pγ
2q!p˚
i
pηq`
`
nř
i“2
4pn´2q!p2n´3q!!p˚
1
pβ!β1q!p˚
2
pγ2q!...!p˚
i´1
pγ2q!p˚
i
pγq!p˚
i`1
pγ2q!...!p˚n pγ
2q!p˚
i
pη1!η2q!p
˚
1
pη3!η4q`
`
ř
2ďiăjďn
4pn´2q!p2n´3q!!p˚
1
pβ!β1q!p˚
1
pγq!p˚
2
pγ2q!...!p˚
i´1
pγ2q!p˚
i
pγq!p˚
i`1
pγ2q!...!p˚
j´1
pγ2q!p˚
j
pγq!p˚
j`1
pγ2q!...!p˚n pγ
2q!νij,
(2.7.8)
where
νij :“
ÿ
1ďaăbď4
1ďcădď4
ta,b,c,du“t1,...,4u
p´1qa`b´1p˚i pηa ! ηbq! p˚j pηc ! ηdq. (2.7.9)
Thus
ş
An
p˚
1
pβ!β1q!p2p˚
1
pγq`p˚
2
pγq`...`p˚n pγqq2n´3!
4ś
s“1
p2p˚
1
pηsq`p˚2 pηsq`...`p˚n pηsqq“
“2pn`1qpn´1q!p2n´3q!!pşA β!β1!γq¨pşA γ!γqn´2,
and the proposition follows from (2.7.6). 
Proposition 2.25. Let β, β1 P H1pAq, and γ P H2pAq. If n ě 3, thenş
KnpAq
ν3pβq!ν3pβ1q!µ2pγq2n´5!ξ2n“8pn`1q2p2n´5q!!pşA β!β1!γq¨pşA γ2qn´3. (2.7.10)
Proof. Let P be the integer such that
cn`1pβq¨cn`1pβ1q¨cn`1p1q¨cn`1p1q¨přn`1i“1 p˚i pγq Idq2n´5¨ś4s“1přn`1j“1 p˚j pηsq Idq“Pηbpn`1q Id .
(2.7.11)
By Proposition 2.16, Proposition 2.17 and (2.5.20), we haveż
KnpAq
ν3pβq! ν3pβ1q! µ2pγq2n´5 ! ξ2n “
4P
pn` 1q! . (2.7.12)
Let us compute P . By (2.5.19) and the formulae in Subsubsection 2.5.2, we have
cn`1pβq ¨ cn`1pβ1q ¨ cn`1p1q ¨ cn`1p1q “
ÿ
1ďaăbďpn`1q
1ďcădďpn`1q
∆ab˚ pβ ! β1q ¨∆cd˚ p1q Id`
`18
¨˝ ÿ
1ďhăkălďpn`1q
∆hkl˚ pβ ! β1q Id‚˛` 2
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
ÿ
1ďrăsďpn`1q
1ďtăuďpn`1q
tr,suXtt,uu“H
∆rs˚ pβq ¨∆tu˚ pβ1q Id
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚`R,
where the remainder R is a sum of terms involving non trivial permutations.
Let τ :“
´řn`1
i“1 p
˚
i pγq Id
¯2n´5
¨ś4s“1 ´řn`1j“1 p˚j pηsq Id¯, where pi is projection
to the i-th factor. Since τ is Sn`1-invariant,
P“pn`1qnpn´1q
˜ ş
An`1
∆12˚ pβ!β1q!∆13˚ p1q!τ
¸
` 1
4
pn`1qnpn´1qpn´2q
˜ ş
An`1
∆12˚ pβ!β1q!∆34˚ p1q!τ
¸
`
`3pn`1qnpn´1q
˜ ş
An`1
∆123˚ pβ!β1q!τ
¸
` 1
2
pn`1qnpn´1qpn´2q
˜ ş
An`1
∆12˚ pβq!∆34˚ pβ1q!τ
¸
.
(2.7.13)
(Notice that ∆ab˚ pβ ! β1q ¨∆ab˚ p1q “ 0 for dimension reasons.)
Next, notice that ∆r,˚p1q is the Poincare´ dual of the small diagonal in Ar mul-
tiplied by p´1qr`1. Moreover, if γ P HpAq then ∆r,˚pγq “ p˚1 pγq ! ∆r,˚p1q.
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It follows that the integrals in (2.7.13) are equal to integrals over the subset
tpx, x, x, y1, . . . , yn´2u Ă An`1, or the subset tpx, x, y, y, z1, . . . , zn´3u Ă An`1.
More precisely, let τ3 and τ2,2 be the top cohomology classes on A
n´1 given by
τ3 :“
˜
3p˚1 pγq `
n´1ÿ
i“2
p˚i pγq
¸2n´5
!
4ź
s“1
˜
3p˚1 pηsq `
n´1ÿ
j“2
p˚j pηsq
¸
,
τ2,2 :“
˜
2p˚1 pγq ` 2p˚2 pγq `
n´1ÿ
i“3
p˚i pγq
¸2n´5
!
4ź
s“1
˜
2p˚1 pηsq ` 2p˚2 pηsq `
n´1ÿ
j“3
p˚j pηsq
¸
.
Then (2.7.13) reads
P“pn`1qnpn´1q
˜ ş
An´1
p˚
1
pβ!β1q!τ3
¸
` 1
4
pn`1qnpn´1qpn´2q
˜ ş
An´1
p˚
1
pβ!β1q!τ2,2
¸
`
`3pn`1qnpn´1q
˜ ş
An´1
p˚
1
pβ!β1q!τ3
¸
` 1
2
pn`1qnpn´1qpn´2q
˜ ş
An´1
p˚
1
pβq!p˚
2
pβ1q!τ2,2
¸
.
(2.7.14)
By Proposition 2.11, it suffices to prove that (2.7.10) holds for one choice of β, β1
such that β ! β1 ­“ 0. We let
β “ η1, β1 “ η2. (2.7.15)
A computation gives that
p
˚
1
pβ!β1q!τ3“
n´1ř
i“2
3pn´3q!p2n´5q!!p˚
1
pβ!β1q!p˚
1
pγq!p˚
2
pγ2q!...!p˚
i´1
pγ2q!p˚
i`1
pγ2q!...!p˚
n´1
pγ2q!p˚
i
pηq`
`
n´1ř
i“2
9pn´3q!p2n´5q!!p˚
1
pβ!β1q!p˚
2
pγ2q!...!p˚
i´1
pγ2q!p˚
i
pγq!p˚
i`1
pγ2q!...!p˚
n´1
pγ2q!p˚
i
pη1!η2q!p
˚
1
pη3!η4q`
`
ř
2ďiăjďpn´1q
6pn´3q!p2n´5q!!p˚
1
pβ!β1!γq!p˚
2
pγ2q!...!p˚
i´1
pγ2q!p˚
i
pγq!p˚
i`1
pγ2q!...!p˚
j´1
pγ2q!p˚
j
pγq!p˚
j`1
pγ2q!...!p˚
n´1
pγ2q!νij ,
(2.7.16)
where νij is given by (2.7.9). Thusş
An´1
p˚
1
pβ!β1q!τ3“3pn`1qpn´2q!p2n´5q!!pşA β!β1!γq¨pşA γ!γqn´3. (2.7.17)
Similarly,
p
˚
1
pβ!β1q!τ2,2“32pn´3q!p2n´5q!!p
˚
1
pβ!β1q!p˚
1
pγq!p˚
3
pγ2q!...!p˚
n´1
pγ2q!p˚
2
pηq`
`
n´1ř
i“3
8pn´3q!p2n´5q!!p˚
1
pβ!β1q!p˚
1
pγq!p˚
2
pγ2q!p˚
3
pγ2q!...p˚
i´1
pγ2q!p˚
i`1
pγ2q!...!p˚
n´1
pγ2q!p˚
i
pηq`
`32pn´3q!p2n´5q!!p˚
1
pβ!β1q!p˚
2
pγq!p˚
3
pγ2q!...!p˚
n´1
pγ2q!p˚
2
pη1!η2q!p
˚
1
pη3!η4q`
`
n´1ř
i“3
16pn´3q!p2n´5q!!p˚
1
pβ!β1q!p˚
2
pγ2q!p˚
3
pγ2q!...!p˚
i´1
pγ2q!p˚
i
pγq!p˚
i`1
pγ2q!...!p˚
n´1
pγ2q!p˚
i
pη1!η2q!p
˚
1
pη3!η4q`
`
n´1ř
j“3
32pn´3q!p2n´5q!!p˚
1
pβ!β1!γq!p˚
2
pγq!p˚
3
pγ2q!...!p˚
j´1
pγ2q!p˚
j
pγq!p˚
j`1
pγ2q!...!p˚
n´1
pγ2q!ν2j`
`
ř
3ďiăjďpn´1q
16pn´3q!p2n´5q!!p˚
1
pβ!β1!γq!p˚
2
pγ2q!p˚
3
pγ2q!...!p˚
i´1
pγ2q!p˚
i
pγq!
!p
˚
i`1
pγ2q!...!p
˚
j´1
pγ2q!p
˚
j
pγq!p
˚
j`1
pγ2q!...!p
˚
n´1
pγ2q!νij, (2.7.18)
where νij is given by (2.7.9). Thusş
An´1
p˚
1
pβ!β1q!τ2,2“8pn`1qpn´1qpn´3q!p2n´5q!!pşA β!β1!γq¨pşA γ!γqn´3. (2.7.19)
Lastly, for a ­“ b P t1, . . . , 4u, let
ǫa,b :“
#
p´1qa`b´1 if a ă b,
p´1qa`b if a ą b.
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and
ωi :“
ÿ
ta,b,c,du“t1,...,4u
căd
ǫa,b ¨ p˚1 pηaq! p˚2 pηbq! p˚i pηc ! ηdq.
Then
p
˚
1
pβq!p˚
2
pβ1q!τ2,2“32pn´3q!p2n´5q!!p
˚
1
pβq!p˚
2
pβ1q!p˚
1
pγq!p˚
3
pγ2q!...!p˚
n´1
pγ2q!p˚
2
pη1q!p
˚
1
pη2q!p
˚
2
pη3!η4q`
`32pn´3q!p2n´5q!!p
˚
1
pβq!p
˚
2
pβ1q!p
˚
2
pγq!p
˚
3
pγ2q!...!p
˚
n´1
pγ2q!p
˚
2
pη1q!p
˚
1
pη2!η3!η4q`
`
n´1ř
i“3
32pn´3q!p2n´5q!!p˚
1
pβq! p˚
2
pβ1q!p˚
1
pγq!p˚
2
pγq!p˚
3
pγ2q!...!p˚
i´1
pγ2q!p˚
i
pγq!p˚
i`1
pγ2q!...!p˚
n´1
pγ2q!ωi.
(2.7.20)
Thus
ş
An´1
p˚
1
pβq!p˚
2
pβ1q!τ2,2“´16pn`1qpn´3q!p2n´5q!!pşA β!β1!γq¨pşA γ!γqn´3. (2.7.21)
Thus P “ 2pn ` 1q!pn ` 1q2p2n ´ 5q!! by (2.7.14), (2.7.17), (2.7.19), (2.7.21), and
the proposition follows from (2.7.12). 
Corollary 2.26. Let n ě 3. Then (notation as in Lemma 2.19)
C2pnq “ ´ 4p2n` 5q , D2pnq “ 0.
Proof. By Proposition 2.20, Proposition 2.21, Proposition 2.24, and Pro-
position 2.25 we have
ş
KnpAq
ν3pβq!ν3pβ1q!µ2pγq2n´3 “ 4pn`1q
ş
KnpAq
µ3pαq!µ3pα1q!µ2pγq2n´3,
ş
KnpAq
ν3pβq!ν3pβ1q!µ2pγq2n´5!ξ2n “ 4pn`1q
ş
KnpAq
µ3pαq!µ3pα1q!µ2pγq2n´5!ξ2n.
Thus, going through the proof of Corollary 2.22 one gets that C2pnq and D2pnq
satisfy the system of linear equations obtained from (2.6.26) by multiplying the left
hand terms by 4pn ` 1q and replacing C1pnq D1pnq by C2pnq, D2pnq respectively.
Hence C2pnq “ 4pn` 1qC1pnq and D2pnq “ 4pn` 1qD1pnq. Thus the result follows
from Corollary 2.22. 
Proof of Proposition 2.23. We must prove that ϑ2pqn´2q “ pn ` 1qϑ1pqn´2q.
This holds because C2pnq “ 4pn ` 1qC1pnq and D2pnq “ 4pn ` 1qD1pnq. (Recall
that Fp0, βq “ νpβq{2, where F is the isomorphism in (2.3.1).) 
2.8. Proof of the first main result. We will prove Theorem 1.1.
Let us prove Item (1), i.e. surjectivity of φ. Since ϑ1pqn´2q and ϑ2pqn´2q are non
zero, the map φ is non zero. Let X0 be very general. Then there is no non trvial
sub Hodge structure of H2pX0q_, and hence φ is surjective. Since φ is flat for the
Gauss-Manin connection, it follows that φ is surjective for every X .
Before going to Item (2), we note the following.
Lemma 2.27. Let X be a HK of Kummer type, of dimension 2n. Then ϑ3pqn´2q
is non zero.
Proof. We may assume that X “ KnpAq. Since φ is surjective, it follows that
ϑ3pqn´2q is non zero. 
Remark 2.28. We will compute ϑ3pqn´2q up to sign, see Corollary 3.7.
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In proving Item (2), we may assume that X is a generalized Kummer KnpAq,
Identify H3pA;Zq ‘ H1pA;Zq with H3pKnpAq;Zq via Theorem 2.7, see (2.3.1).
Identify H1pA;Zq with H3pA;Zq_ via (2.3.8). Given these identifications, we define
the following integral unimodular quadratic form:
H3pKnpAqq{Tors qKnpAqÝÑ C
pα, βq ÞÑ 2βpαq (2.8.22)
Let γ P H3pKnpAqq. Then, since the components of ϑpqn´2q are non zero,
dimφpγ ^H3pKnpAqq “
$’&’%
0 if γ “ 0,
4 if γ ­“ 0 and qpγq “ 0,
7 if qpγq ­“ 0.
(2.8.23)
Item (2) of Theorem 1.1 follows.
Lastly, we prove Item (3). Let 0 ­“ γ P H2,1pXq. Then φpγ ^ H2,1pXqq Ă
AnnpF 1H2pXqq, and hence dimφpγ ^H3pXqq ď 5. Thus rγs P QpXq.
3. Reconstructing H3pXq from H2pXq
3.1. Summary. In the present section we will prove Theorem 1.3. We will as-
sume that we are given an abstract version of the map in (2.4.4), i.e. a linear map
2ľ
pVC ‘ V _C q ΦϑÝÑ
2ľ
VC ‘ C, (3.1.1)
depending on a choice of ϑ :“ pϑ1, ϑ2, ϑ3q P Z3, where V is a free Z-module of rank
4. Assuming that all the components of ϑ are non zero, we determine for which 4-
dimensional subspaces Γ of the domain the image Φϑp
Ź2
Γq is one dimensional. The
motivation is the Key observation 1.2. Next, we equip the codomain of Φϑ with
a non degenerate quadratic form modelled on the BBF of generalized Kummers,
and we get a corresponding open subset of a quadric, call it D , parametrizing
weight 2 Hodge structure of K3 type. We show that for Γ as above, Φϑp
Ź2 Γq is an
element of D , and that conversely every element of D comes from a unique Γ. Thus
associated to each point of D there is an integral effective weight 1 Hodge structure,
and hence a compact complex torus. In the last subsection we proveTheorem 1.3.
3.2. Set up. Keeping notation as above, let vol:
Ź4
V
„ÝÑ Z be a volume form.
Let p, q be the bilinear symmetric non degenerate form onŹ2 V defined by pα, βq :“
volpα^βq. We extend bilinearly p, q to VC :“ V bZC, and we denote it by the same
symbol. Let
ι :
2ľ
V _C
„ÝÑ
2ľ
VC (3.2.1)
be the isomorphism defined by p, q.
We define the map Φϑ in (3.1.1) to be the one induced by the bilinear antisym-
metric map
pVC ‘ V _C q ˆ pVC ‘ V _C q ÝÑ
Ź2
VC ‘ C
ppv, gq, pw, hqq ÞÑ pϑ1v ^ w ` ϑ2ιpg ^ hq, ϑ3pgpwq ´ hpvqqq (3.2.2)
Remark 3.1. Let X be a HK manifold of Kummer type of dimension 2n. Let
UX P H2n´4,2n´4Z pXq be an integral Hodge class which remains of Hodge type for
all deformations of X , e.g. UX “ qn´2X . Let ϑpUXq be as in Definition 2.12.
By Proposition 2.11, there exist isomorphisms H3pX ;Zq – V ‘ pV _{2q and
H2pX ;Zq_ – pŹ2 V ‘ Zq, such that ΦpUXq gets identified with ΦϑpUX q.
Notation 3.2. Keeping notation as above, we let ζ :“ p0, 1q P pŹ2 VC ‘ Cq.
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3.3. A result in linear algebra. Let f : VC Ñ V _C be a linear map. We let
ωf P
Ź2
V _C be the antisymmetric form defined by f , i.e.
ωf pv, wq “ 1
2
pxfpwq, vy ´ xfpvq, wyq , (3.3.1)
where x, y denotes the natural pairing between V _C and VC.
We let f “ f` ` f´ be the decomposition into the sum of a symmetric and an
antisymmetric linear map. Notice that ωf´ “ ωf .
Now assume that f is antisymmetric. The Pfaffian of f is the Pfaffian of (any)
matrix associated to f by the choice of a basis tv1, . . . , v4u of VC of volume 1,
and the dual basis tv_1 , . . . , v_4 u of V _C . We denote the Pfaffian of f by Pfpfq. If
ωf “
ř
1ďiăjď4 aijv
_
i ^ v_j , then
Pfpfq “ a12a34 ´ a13a24 ` a14a23. (3.3.2)
The motivation for proving the proposition below is provided by the Key obser-
vation 1.2 and Remark 3.1.
Proposition 3.3. Keep notation as above, and assume that ϑ1, ϑ2 and ϑ3 are non
zero. Let Γ Ă pVC ‘V _C q be a vector subspace of dimension 4. Then Φϑp
Ź2 Γq is a
one-dimensional subspace of
Ź2
V ‘ C if and only if one of the following holds:
(1) There exists an antisymmetric non degenerate linear map f : VC Ñ V _C
such that
ϑ1 “ ϑ2 ¨ Pfpfq, (3.3.3)
and
Γ :“ tpv, fpvqq | v P VCu. (3.3.4)
If this is the case, then
Φϑp
2ľ
Γq “ spantϑ2ιpωf q ´ 2ϑ3ζu. (3.3.5)
(2) Γ “ U ‘ UK, where U Ă VC is a 2 dimensional subspace, and UK Ă V _C is
the annihilator of U . If this is the case, then
Φϑp
2ľ
Γq “
2ľ
U “ ιp
2ľ
UKq. (3.3.6)
Proof. Suppose that (3.3.4) holds. Then decomposable elements of
Ź2
Γ are given
by pv, fpvqq ^ pw, fpwq for v, w P VC, and
Φϑ ppv, fpvqq ^ pw, fpwqq “ ϑ1v ^ w ` ϑ2ιpfpvq ^ fpwqq ´ 2ϑ3ωf pv, wqζ. (3.3.7)
It follows that
if f´ ­“ 0, then Φϑp
2ľ
Γq contains a vector α` sζ where α P
2ľ
VC and s ­“ 0.
(3.3.8)
Now, we do a case-by-case analysis - always assuming that (3.3.4) holds.
(1) f´ is nondegenerate. Let v, w, a, b P VC; then
Pfpf´q volpv^w^a^bq “ ωf pv, wq¨ωf pa, bq´ωf pv, aq¨ωf pw, bq`ωf pv, bq¨ωf pw, aq,
i.e.
Pfpf´qv ^ w “ ι pωf pv, wq ¨ ωf ´ f´pvq ^ f´pwqq .
By hypothesis Pfpf´q ­“ 0, hence
v ^ w “ Pfpf´q´1ι pωf pv, wq ¨ ωf ´ f´pvq ^ f´pwqq . (3.3.9)
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It follows that
Φϑppv,fpvqq^pw,fpwqqq“
“ϑ1¨Pfpf´q´1ωf pv,wqιpωfq`ϑ2ιpf`pvq^f`pwq`f`pvq^f´pwq`f´pvq^f`pwqq`
`pϑ2´ϑ1¨Pfpf´q´1qιpf´pvq^f´pwqq´2ϑ3ωf pv,wqζ. (3.3.10)
Next, we distinguish between the two subcases: f antisymmetric or f not
antisymmetric.
(a) f` “ 0. Equation (3.3.10) shows that if (3.3.4) and (3.3.3) hold, and
f is antisymmetric non degenerate, then Φϑp
Ź2 Γq is one-dimensional,
given by (3.3.5).
Let us prove that if Φϑp
Ź2 Γq is one dimensional, (3.3.4) holds, and
f is antisymmetric non degenerate, then (3.3.3) holds. Let v, w P VC
be linearly independent, and such that ωf pv, wq “ 0. Then the right
hand side of (3.3.10) is equal to
pϑ2 ´ ϑ1 ¨ Pfpf´q´1qιpf´pvq ^ f´pwqq.
Since f´pvq ^ f´pwq is not zero (recall that f´ is non degenerate by
hypothesis), the above vector and the vector in (3.3.8) are linearly
dependent only if ϑ2 ´ ϑ1 ¨ Pfpf´q´1 “ 0, i.e. (3.3.3) holds.
(b) f` ­“ 0. Assume that Φϑp
Ź2 Γq is one dimensional; we will reach a
contradiction. Let v, w P VC be such that ωfpv, wq “ 0. By (3.3.10),
Φϑp
Ź2 Γq contains the vector
ϑ2ιppf`pvq^f`pwq`f`pvq^f´pwq`f´pvq^f`pwqq`pϑ2´ϑ1¨Pfpf´q´1qf´pvq^f´pwq. (3.3.11)
By (3.3.8), we get that the vector in (3.3.11) is zero. Multiplying the
vector in (3.3.11) by f´pvq, we get (recall that by hypothesis ϑ2 ­“ 0)
f`pvq ^ f´pvq ^ fpwq “ 0. (3.3.12)
We claim that this is a contradiction, i.e. that there exist v, w P VC such
that ωfpv, wq “ 0, and f`pvq, f´pvq, fpwq are linearly independent.
In fact, since f´ is non degenerate and f` is non zero, f`pvq, f´pvq
are linearly independent for generic v. Now suppose first that f is
non degenerate. Let v be such that f`pvq, f´pvq are linearly inde-
pendent. Let vK Ă VC be the orthogonal to v with respect to ωf .
Then vK is 3-dimensional, and hence so is fpvKq. Thus there exists
u P fpvKqz spantf`pvq, f´pvqu. Letting w :“ f´1puq, we get that
ωf pv, wq “ 0, and f`pvq, f´pvq, fpwq are linearly independent.
One argues similarly if rk f P t2, 3u (since f´ “ pf´f tq{2 is non degen-
erate, rk f ě 2). More precisely, if rk f “ 3, and ker f is generated by
v0, we repeat the argument above, with v a generic vector not in v
K
0 . If
rk f “ 2 we let v be a generic vector in VC. Then f´pvq R Im f , the span
of f`pvq and f´pvq intersects Im f in a one dimensional space, and vK
does not contain ker f . In particular fpvKq “ Im f , and hence if w P vK
is generic, then fpwq is not contained in the span of f`pvq, f´pvq.
(2) rkpf´q “ 2. Suppose that Φϑp
Ź2 Γq is one dimensional; we will reach a
contradiction. Let v, w P VC be such that ωf pv, wq “ 0; then Φϑppv, fpvqq^
pw, fpwqqq “ 0 by (3.3.8). Let a, b P VC; multiplying the first component of
Φϑppv, fpvqq ^ pw, fpwqqq (as given in (3.2.2)) by a^ b, we get that
ϑ1 volpv ^w ^ a^ bq ` ϑ2pxfpvq, ay ¨ xfpwq, by ´ xfpvq, by ¨ xfpwq, ayq “ 0. (3.3.13)
Now let v P VC be a non zero element of the (two dimensional) kernel
of f´, i.e. such that fpvq “ f tpvq. Then f´1Annpvq has dimension at
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least 3, hence there exist a, b P f´1Annpvq such that v, a, b are linearly
independent. Complete tv, a, bu to a basis tv, a, b, wu of VC. Then the left
hand side of (3.3.13) is non zero. In fact xfpvq, ay “ xfpaq, vy “ 0 because
fpvq “ f tpvq and a P f´1Annpvq. Similarly xfpvq, by “ 0. Hence the
left hand side of (3.3.13) is equal to ϑ1 volpv ^ w ^ a ^ bq, which is non
zero because tv, a, b, wu is a basis of VC (and ϑ1 ­“ 0). On the other hand
ωfpv, wq “ 0 because v is in the kernel of f´. That is a contradiction, and
hence Φϑp
Ź2
Γq is not one dimensional.
(3) f´ “ 0. Then f is symmetric, and hence we may diagonalize f . An explicit
computation shows that Φϑp
Ź2 Γq is not one dimensional.
Suppose that there does not exist a linear map f : VC Ñ V _C such that (3.3.4) holds.
Thus ΓX pVC, 0q is non trivial. An easy case-by-case analysis shows that Item (2)
holds. Viceversa, it is clear that if Item (2) holds, then Φϑp
Ź2
Γq is one dimensional,
given by (3.3.6). 
3.4. From weight 2 to weight 1. Let m P Q`. We let p, q be the bilinear
symmetric non degenerate form on pŹ2 VC ‘ Cq ˆ pŹ2 VC ‘ Cq defined by
pα` xζ, β ` yζq :“ volpα^ βq ´mxy. (3.4.1)
Example 3.4. Let A be an abelian surface. Let V “ H1pA;Zq, and let
vol:
4ľ
H1pA;Zq „ÝÑ Z
be defined by the orientation of A. Then
Ź2
V is identified with H2pA;Zq, and
the bilinear symmetric form on
Ź2
VC ˆ
Ź2
VC defined by pα, βq ÞÑ volpα ^ βq is
identified with cup product. By (2.2.4), the BBF bilinear form on H2pKnpAqq ˆ
H2pKnpAqq is identified with (3.4.1), if we let ζ “ ξn, and m “ 2pn` 1q.
Example 3.5. Let A be an abelian surface. Let V “ H3pA;Zq – H1pA;Zq_, where
the isomorphism is defined by (2.3.8). Let ζ “ ξ_n , see Notation 2.9. Then we
have an isomorphism
2ľ
VC ‘ Cζ „ÝÑ H2pKnpAqq_. (3.4.2)
Since the BBF bilinear symmetric form is non degenerate, it defines an isomorphism
H2pKnpAqq „ÝÑ H2pKnpAqq_, and hence a (dual BBF) rational bilinear symmetric
form on H2pKnpAqq_ˆH2pKnpAqq_. By (2.2.4), the dual BBF bilinear symmetric
form is identified with (3.4.1) if we let m “ 1
2pn`1q .
Complex conjugation defines a conjugation operator on
Ź2
VC ‘ C. Let
D :“ trσs P Pp
2ľ
VC ‘ Cq | pσ, σq “ 0, pσ, σq ą 0u. (3.4.3)
Then D is a connected complex manifold of dimension 5. We recall that D para-
metrizes integral weight 2 Hodge structures pŹ2 V ‘Z, Hp,qq of K3 type as follows.
Given rσs P D , we let
H
2,0
rσs :“ rσs, H1,1rσs :“ tσ, σuK, H0,2rσs :“ rσs. (3.4.4)
Proposition 3.6. Suppose that ϑ1, ϑ2, and ϑ3 are non zero. Let rσs P DzζK, and
assume that there exists an integral (effective) Hodge structure pV ‘ V _, Hp,qq of
weight 1 such that Φϑ is a morphism of Hodge structures. Then
ϑ1 ¨ ϑ2 “ 2mϑ23. (3.4.5)
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Proof. Since Φϑ is a morphism of Hodge structures, Φϑp
Ź
H
1,0
rσs pϑqq Ă H2,0rσs , and we
have equality because Φϑ is surjective. Since H
1,0
rσs pϑq is a 4 dimensional subspace of
VC ‘ V _C , and H2,0rσs is 1 dimensional, we may apply Proposition 3.3; we get that
there exists an antisymmetric non degenerate map f : VC Ñ V _C such that (3.3.3)
holds,
H1,0 “ tpv, fpvqq | v P VCu,
and
H
2,0
rσs “ Φϑp
2ľ
H1,0q “ spantϑ2ιpωf q ´ 2ϑ3ζu.
Thus
0 “ pϑ2ιpωf q ´ 2ϑ3ζ, ϑ2ιpωf q ´ 2ϑ3ζq “ ϑ22 volpιpωf q ^ ιpωf qq ´ 4mϑ23. (3.4.6)
Let vol_ :
Ź4
V _C
„ÝÑ C be the volume form dual to vol. Since volpιpωf q^ ιpωf qq “
vol_pωf ^ ωfq “ 2Pfpfq, Equation (3.4.5) follows from (3.4.6) and (3.3.3). 
Corollary 3.7. Let X be a 2n dimensional hyperka¨hler manifold of Kummer type,
where n ě 2. Then
ϑpqn´2X q “ ´2n´2pn` 1qn´2
p2n` 3q!!
7!!
p1, pn` 1q, p´1qǫnpn` 1qq, (3.4.7)
for some ǫn P t0, 1u.
Proof. The values of ϑ1pqn´2X q and ϑ2pqn´2X q are given byProposition 2.18 andPro-
position 2.23 respectively. It remains to compute ϑ3pqn´2X q up to sign. By Lemma
2.27, ϑ3pqn´2X q is non zero. By Example 3.5 and Proposition 3.6, we get that
pn` 1qϑ1pqn´2X q ¨ ϑ2pqn´2X q “ ϑ3pqn´2X q2,
and hence ϑ3pqn´2X q “ ˘2n´2pn` 1qn´1 p2n`3q!!7!! . 
Remark 3.8. Let α P H3pAq and β P H1pAq. A straightforward computation
(similar to the computations carried out to prove Proposition 2.21, Proposition
2.23 and Proposition 2.25, but much simpler) gives thatż
K2pAq
µ3pαq! ν3pβq! ξ2 “ ´6
ż
A
α! β. (3.4.8)
Thus ϑ3p1q “ ´3. Equivalently ǫ2 “ 1.
Theorem 3.9. Suppose that ϑ1, ϑ2, and ϑ3 are non zero, and that (3.4.5) holds.
Let rσs P D (see (3.4.3)). There exists a unique integral (effective) Hodge structure
pV ‘ V _, Hp,qrσs pϑqq (3.4.9)
of weight 1 with the property that Φϑ is a morphism of integral Hodge structures,
and it is described as follows:
(1) If σ R ζK (see Notation 3.2), rescale σ so that σ “ ϑ2α ´ 2ϑ3ζ, where
α PŹ2 VC. Thus α^ α ­“ 0 because σ is isotropic. Let f : VC Ñ V _C be the
antisymmetric non degenerate map such that ιpωf q “ α. Then
H
1,0
rσs pϑq “ tpv, fpvqq | v P VCu, H0,1rσs pϑq :“ H1,0rσs pϑq. (3.4.10)
(2) If σ P ζK, i.e. σ is a decomposable element of Ź2 VC, then
H
1,0
rσs pϑq “ U ‘ UK, H0,1rσs pϑq :“ H1,0rσs pϑq, (3.4.11)
where U P Grp2, VCq is the unique element such that
Ź2
U “ rσs.
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Proof. Suppose that there exists an effective integral weight 1 Hodge structure (3.4.9)
such that Φϑ is morphism of Hodge structures. Then Φϑp
Ź
H
1,0
rσs pϑqq Ă H2,0rσs , and
we have equality because Φϑ is surjective. Since H
1,0
rσs pϑq is a 4 dimensional sub-
space of VC ‘ V _C , and H2,0rσs is 1 dimensional, we may apply Proposition 3.3; we
get that either (1) or (2) holds.
Next, we show that (3.4.9) does indeed define an effective integral weight 1
Hodge structure, and that Φϑ is morphism of Hodge structures. If σ P ζK, the
verification is straightforward. Thus we assume that σ R ζK. By definition of f ,
σ “ ϑ2ιpωf q´ 2ϑ3ζ. The proof of Proposition 3.6 gives that (3.3.3) holds. Thus,
by Proposition 3.3,
Φϑp
ľ
H
1,0
rσs pϑqq “ H2,0rσs (3.4.12)
by Proposition 3.3. Since Φϑ is real, it follows that Φϑp
Ź
H
0,1
rσs pϑqq “ H0,2rσs . Let
us prove that
ΦϑpH1,0rσs pϑq ^H0,1rσs pϑqq Ă H1,1rσs . (3.4.13)
It suffices to prove that
pϑ2ιpωf q ´ 2ϑ3ζqKΦϑpH1,0rσs pϑq ^H0,1rσs pϑqq. (3.4.14)
Let pv, fpvqq, pw, fpwqq P H1,0rσs pϑq. Then`
ϑ2ιpωf q ´ 2ϑ3ζ,Φϑppv, fpvqq ^ pw, fpwqqq
˘ “
“ ϑ2pϑ2 vol_pωf ^ fpvq ^ fpwqq ´ ϑ1ωfpv, wqq. (3.4.15)
The right hand side vanishes because of the formula (proved by a straightforward
computation)
vol_pωf ^ fpaq ^ fpbqq “ Pfpfqωf pa, bq. (3.4.16)
It remains to prove that
H
1,0
rσs pϑq X pVR ‘ V _R q “ t0u. (3.4.17)
Suppose the contrary. It follows that there exists a basis tv1, v2, v3, v4u of VR such
that ωf “ v_1 ^v_2 ` cv_3 ^v_4 . By (3.3.3), Pfpfq is real, and hence c P R. It follows
that pσ, σq “ pσ, σq “ 0, and that contradicts the hypothesis that rσs P D . 
Example 3.10. LetKnpAq be a generalized Kummer of dimension 2n. We adopt the
identifications of Example 3.5, and we set ϑ “ ϑpqn´2q. Let Γ Ă pVC‘V _C q be the
graph of a non degenerate linear map such that there exists a HK of Kummer type of
dimension 2n and a Gauss-Manin parallel transport operatorH3pXq „ÝÑ pVC‘V _C q
sending H2,1pXq to Γ. By Key observation 1.2 and Proposition 3.3, f is skew-
symmetric and
Pfpfq “ ϑ1pq
n´2q
ϑ2pqn´2q
“ 1pn` 1q . (3.4.18)
Conversely, let f be a generic skew-symmetric map as above, such that (3.4.18)
holds, and let Γ be the graph of f . Then by Theorem 3.9 there exists a HK
of Kummer type of dimension 2n and a Gauss-Manin parallel transport operator
H3pXq „ÝÑ pVC ‘ V _C q sending H2,1pXq to Γ.
3.5. The compact complex torus associated to a point of D.
Definition 3.11. Keep notation and hypotheses as in Theorem 3.9. We let
Jrσspϑq :“ pVC ‘ V _C q{pH1,0rσs pϑq ` pV ‘ V _qq. (3.5.1)
Thus Jrσspϑq is a compact complex torus of dimension 4.
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Example 3.12. Set m “ 1{2pn` 1q, and ϑ “ ϑpqn´2X q, where X is a HK of Kummer
type, of dimension 2n. Going through the identifications in Example 3.5, we may
identify AnnF 1pXq with a point rσs P D . We recall that the integral cohomo-
logy H3pX ;Zq is identified with V ‘ V _, see Theorem 2.7. Thus we have an
isomorphism
Jrσspϑq „ÝÑ J3pXq. (3.5.2)
For a very general rσs P D the torus Jrσspϑq is not projective. We will prove that
if there exists a rational class of positive square in the orthogonal σK, then Jrσspϑq
is an abelian variety.
Definition 3.13. Let h P pŹ2 V ‘ Zq_ be non zero. We let
Dh :“ trσs P D | xh, σy “ 0u,
where x, y is the duality pairing.
Definition 3.14. Since the bilinear symmetric form defined in (3.4.1) is non de-
generate, it defines a rational isomorphism
p
2ľ
VC ‘ Cq_ „ÝÑ p
2ľ
VC ‘ Cq, (3.5.3)
and hence also a rational bilinear symmetric form on pŹ2 VC ‘ Cq_, that will be
denoted p, q_.
Remark 3.15. Let h P pŹ2 V ‘ Zq_ be a class of (strictly) positive square. Then
Dh is not connected, in fact it has two connected components, interchanged by
conjugation. Each connected component of Dh is a Type IV bounded symmetric
domain.
Proposition 3.16. Let h P pŹ2 V ‘ Zq_ be a class of strictly positive square. Let
σ P Dh. Then
xiΦϑpα^ αq, hy ­“ 0 @α P H1,0rσs pϑqzt0u. (3.5.4)
Proof. First of all, notice that iΦϑpα ^ αq P p
Ź2
VR ‘ Rq. Suppose that (3.5.4)
does not hold, and that α P H1,0rσs pϑq provides a counterexample - we will arrive
at a contradiction. Let ℓ P pŹ2 V ‘ Qq be the class corresponding to h via the
isomorphism in (3.5.3). The restriction to pŹ2 VR ‘ Rq of the bilinear symmetric
form p, q has signature p3, 4q. The real subspace W Ă pŹ2 VR ‘ Rq spanned by ℓ
and tcσ ` cσ | c P Cu is 3 dimensional and the restriction of p, q to W is positive
definite because pℓ, ℓq ą 0. Since Φϑ is a morphism of Hodge structures, and since
(3.5.4) does not hold, iΦϑpα ^ αq is orthogonal to W . It follows that piΦϑpα ^
αq, iΦϑpα ^ αqq ď 0, with equality only if iΦϑpα ^ αq “ 0. Let α “ pv, gq, where
v P VC and g P V _C . By Theorem 3.9
gpvq “ 0. (3.5.5)
We have
Φϑpα^ αq “ ϑ1v ^ v ` ϑ2ιpg ^ gq ` 2ϑ3i Im gpvqζ. (3.5.6)
(In the above equation Im gpvq is the imaginary part of gpvq.) Thus
piΦϑpα^ αq, iΦϑpα^ αqq “
“ ´ volppϑ1v ^ v ` ϑ2ιpg ^ gq ^ pϑ1v ^ v ` ϑ2ιpg ^ gqq ´ 4mϑ23pIm gpvqq2 “
“ 2ϑ1ϑ2|gpvq|2 ´ 4mϑ23pIm gpvqq2 “ 2ϑ1ϑ2p|gpvq|2 ´ pIm gpvqq2q. (3.5.7)
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(The second-to-last equality follows from (3.5.5), the last equality follows from (3.4.5).)
Since piΦϑpα^ αq, iΦϑpα^ αqq ď 0, with equality only if Φϑpα^ αq “ 0, it follows
that
gpvq “ 0, (3.5.8)
ϑ1v ^ v ` ϑ2ιpg ^ gq “ 0. (3.5.9)
By (3.4.17) one (at least) among v ^ v and g ^ g is non zero. Since ϑ1 and ϑ2 are
both non zero, it follows that
v ^ v ­“ 0, g ^ g ­“ 0. (3.5.10)
Either Item (1) or Item (2) of Theorem 3.9 holds. We deal separately with the
two cases.
Suppose that Item (1) holds. There exists a basis tv1, . . . , v4u of VR such that
v “ v1` iv2 and volpv1^ . . .^ v4q “ 1. Let A “ paijq be the matrix of f : VC Ñ V _C
with respect to the bases tv1, . . . , v4u and tv_1 , . . . , v_4 u. Thus At “ ´A. The linear
function g is equal to fpvq. Since xfpvq, vy “ 0, we have a12 “ 0. Thus
Pfpfq “ a14a23 ´ a13a24 “ ϑ1
ϑ2
. (3.5.11)
(The second equality follows from (3.3.3).) Next we notice that by (3.4.5), the
inequality pϑ2ιpωf q ´ 2ϑ3ζ, ϑ2ιpωf q ´ 2ϑ3ζq ą 0 is equivalent to
pιpωf q, ιpωf qq ą 2ϑ1
ϑ2
. (3.5.12)
We will write the above inequality in an equivalent form. Straightforward compu-
tations giveˇˇˇˇ
a13 ´ a13 a14 ´ a14
a23 ´ a23 a24 ´ a24
ˇˇˇˇ
“ ´Pfpfq ´ Pfpfq ` 2Repa14a23 ´ a13a24q “
“ ´2ϑ1
ϑ2
` 2Repa14a23 ´ a13a24q “ ´2ϑ1
ϑ2
` pιpωf q, ιpωf qq. (3.5.13)
Let D be the real number such that
4D “
ˇˇˇˇ
a13 ´ a13 a14 ´ a14
a23 ´ a23 a24 ´ a24
ˇˇˇˇ
By (3.5.12) and (3.5.13), we have
D ą 0. (3.5.14)
Straighforward computations give
v ^ v “ ´2iv1 ^ v2,
ιpfpvq ^ fpvqq “ 2i pRepa14a23 ´ a13a24q ` Impa13a14 ` a23a24qq v1 ^ v2.
Using (3.5.13), we get that (3.5.9) holds if and only if
2D ` Impa13a14 ` a23a24q “ 0. (3.5.15)
Now let
a13 “ x1 ` iy1, a14 “ x2 ` iy2, a23 “ x3 ` iy3, a24 “ x4 ` iy4, xk, yk P R.
Writing (3.5.15) and the equation ImPfpfq “ 0 in terms of x1, . . . , x4, y1, . . . , y4,
we get that
x1y2 ´ x2y1 “ ´x3y4 ` x4y3 ` 2D, (3.5.16)
x1y4 ´ x2y3 “ x3y2 ´ x4y1. (3.5.17)
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By Cramer’s formula
Dx1 “ ´x3y3y4 ` x4y23 ´ x3y1y2 ` x4y21 ` 2Dy3, (3.5.18)
Dx2 “ ´x3y24 ` x4y3y4 ´ x3y22 ` x4y1y2 ` 2Dy4. (3.5.19)
Writing out the equation RePfpfq “ ϑ1{ϑ2 in terms of x1, . . . , x4, y1, . . . , y4, mul-
tiplying it by D, replacing Dx1 by the expression in the right hand side of (3.5.18),
and Dx2 by the expression in the right hand side of (3.5.19), we get that
´ pD ´ x3y4 ` x4y3q2 ´ px3y2 ´ x4y1q2 “ Dϑ1
ϑ2
. (3.5.20)
Since D and ϑ1{ϑ2 are strictly positive by (3.5.14) and (3.4.5) respectively, the
above equation is absurd. We have reached a contradiction if Item (1) of Theorem
3.9 holds.
Now suppose that Item (2) holds. By (3.4.17) both v^ v and g^ g are non zero.
Complete v to a basis tv, wu of U . The inequality pσ, σq ą 0 translates into
volpv ^ w ^ v ^ wq ą 0. (3.5.21)
Since gpvq “ gpvq “ 0, we have
ιpg ^ gq “ λv ^ v, λ P R˚. (3.5.22)
Moreover
volpλv ^ v^w^wq “ xιpg ^ g, w^wy “ gpwq ¨ gpwq ´ gpwq ¨ gpwq “ ´|gpwq|2 ă 0.
(Recall that g P UK.) By (3.5.21) it follows that λ ą 0. This contradicts (3.5.9)
because ϑ1 and ϑ2 have the same sign by (3.4.5) . 
Let h P pŹ2 V ‘ Zq_. We define the following skew-symmetric bilinear form on
VC ‘ V _C :
xα, βyϑ,h :“ xh,Φϑpα^ βqy. (3.5.23)
Note that x, y in the right hand side of the above equation denotes the duality
pairing.
Definition 3.17. Let h P pŹ2 V ‘ Zq_. Let σ P Dh. Restricting the skew-
symmetric bilinear form in (3.5.23) to H0,1rσs pϑq ˆ H1,0rσs pϑq, i.e. the product of the
tangent space at the origin of Jrσspϑq and its complex conjugate, we get a translation
invariant rational p1, 1q-form on Jrσspϑq. We let
Θrσspϑq P H1,1Q pJrσspϑq (3.5.24)
be the corresponding cohomology class.
Proposition 3.18. Let h P pŹ2 V ‘ Zq_ be a class of positive square. For one of
the two connected components of Dh, call it D
`
h , the following holds. Let rσs P D`h ;
then the cohomology class Θrσspϑq is ample on Jrσspϑq.
Proof. Let D1h ,D
2
h be the two connected components of Dh. The set V
j of couples
prσs, αq where rσs P Djh and 0 ­“ α P H0,1rσs pϑq is the complement of the zero section
in a complex vector bundle over the connected space Djh. Thus V
j is connected.
By Proposition 3.16, the real number
xiΦϑpα^ αq, hy (3.5.25)
is either strictly positive for all prσs, αq P V jh , or always strictly negative. Conjuga-
tion prσs, αq ÞÑ prσs, αq maps bijectively V 1 to V 2. Since conjugation changes sign
to the number in (3.5.25), the proposition follows. 
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Example 3.19. Let us go back to Example 3.12, and assume that X is projective.
Let L be an ample line bundle on X . Referring to Example 3.5, c1pLq gets identi-
fied with an element of h P pŹ2 VZ ‘Zζq_ (see (3.4.2)) of positive square. By Re-
mark 3.1, the bilinear form (3.5.23) is identified, via the isomorphism in (3.5.2),
with the bilinear form
H3pXq ˆH3pXq ÝÑ C
pα, βq ÞÑ şrXs α! β ! qn´2X ! c1pLq. (3.5.26)
It follows that if n “ 2, the isomorphism in (3.5.2) matches Θrσspϑq and the po-
larization ΘL of J
3pXq. Later on we will show that an analogous statement holds
also for n ą 2.
3.6. A rank 7 sub local system of the local system with fiber S`pXq. Let
q be the integral unimodular bilinear symmetric form on VC ‘ V _C defined by
VC ‘ V _C
qÝÑ C
pv, ℓq ÞÑ 2ℓpvq (3.6.1)
(See (2.8.22).) Let Q :“ V pqq Ă PpVC‘V _C q. One of the two spinor representations
of Opqq may be identified with S` :“ Źev VC “ C ‘Ź2 VC ‘Ź4 VC. We recall
the identification of a specific quadric hypersurface in PpS`q with one of the two
irreducible components of the variety parametrizing 3-dimensional linear subspaces
of Q, see §20.3 in [FH91]. Denote elements of
Źev
VC as follows:
α` η ` β, α P C, η P
2ľ
VC, β P
4ľ
VC. (3.6.2)
Let q` be the integral unimodular bilinear symmetric form on
Źev
VC defined byŹev
VC
q
`
ÝÑ C
α` η ` β ÞÑ volpη ^ η ´ 2αβq (3.6.3)
Let Q` Ă PpŹev VCq be the set of zeroes of q`.
Given ℓ P V _C and η P
Ź‚
VC, we let ℓpηq be the contraction of ℓ and η. Given
rα` η ` βs P Q`, we let
Zrα`η`βs :“ trpv, ℓqs P PpVC ‘ V _C q | αv ` ℓpηq ` η ^ v ` ℓpβq “ 0u. (3.6.4)
Lemma 3.20. Let rα` η ` βs P Q`, and suppose that η ^ η ­“ 0. Then Zrα`η`βs
is the graph of a non degenerate skew-symmetric map f : VC Ñ V _C such that
volpβqιpωf q “ ´η. (3.6.5)
Proof. First we note that
Zrα`η`βs :“ trpv, ℓqs P PpVC ‘ V _C q | αv ` ℓpηq “ 0u. (3.6.6)
In fact, assume that αv`ℓpηq “ 0. Multiplying by η we get that αv^η`ℓpηq^η “ 0.
On the other hand η ^ η “ 2αβ, hence
ℓpηq ^ η “ 1
2
ℓpη ^ ηq “ αℓpβq.
Thus αv ^ η ` αℓpβq “ 0, and since α ­“ 0, it follows that v ^ η ` ℓpβq “ 0. This
proves (3.6.6). From (3.6.6) we get that Zrα`η`βs is the graph of a nondegenerate
map f : VC Ñ V _C . Since 0 “ ℓpαv ` ℓpηqq “ αℓpvq, the map f is skew-symmetric.
Lastly, we prove (3.6.5). We may choose a basis tv1, . . . , v4u of VC of volume 1
such that η “ v1 ^ v2 ` tv3 ^ v4, for some t P C˚. A computation gives that
ωf “ ´αv_1 ^ v_2 ´
α
t
v_3 ^ v_4 .
Equation (3.6.5) follows from the above equality. 
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The (well-known) result below follows easily from Lemma 3.20.
Proposition 3.21. Let rα ` η ` βs P Q`. Then Zrα`η`βs is a 3 dimensional
linear subspace of Q, and it is the graph of a non degenerate skew-symmetric map
f : VC Ñ V _C if and only if η^ η ­“ 0. The map assigning Zrα`η`βs to rα` η` βs P
Q` is an isomorphism between Q` and one of the two irreducible components of
the variety parametrizing maximal dimensional linear subspaces of Q.
Remark 3.22. Let U Ă VC be a 2 dimensional subspace. Let η be a generator ofŹ2
U ĂŹ2 VC. Then r0, η, 0s P Q`, and Zrα`η`βs “ PpU ‘ UKq.
The following definition makes sense by theKey observation 1.2, Proposition
3.3, Lemma 3.20, and Remark 3.22.
Definition 3.23. Let X be a HK of Kummer type, of dimension 2n. Let T`pXq Ă
S`pXq be the minimal vector subspace such that PpT`pXqq contains all x P Q`pXq
parametrizing a 3 dimensional linear space PpΓq Ă QpXq for which there exist a HK
Y of Kummer type of dimension 2n, and a parallel transport operator g : H3pY q „ÝÑ
H3pXq such that gpH2,1pXqq “ Γ.
Remark 3.24. Let π : X Ñ B be a family of HK’s of Kummer type. Let b0, b1 P B
and let X0 :“ π´1pb0q, X1 :“ π´1pb1q. Let λ be an arc starting in b0 and ending
in b1. By Definition 3.23 the induced isomorphism S
`pλq : S`pX0q Ñ S`pX1q
maps T`pX0q to T`pX1q.
Proposition 3.25. Keeping notation as above, the following hold:
(1) Suppose that X “ KnpAq. As usual, identify H3pA;Zq ‘ H1pA;Zq with
H3pKnpAq;Zq via Theorem 2.7, and identify H1pA;Zq with H3pA;Zq_
via (2.3.8). Then
T`pKnpAqq :“ tpα` η ` βq P
evľ
H3pAq | pn` 1qα´ volpβq “ 0u. (3.6.7)
(2) If π : X Ñ B is a family of HK’s of Kummer type, then there is a sub local
system of rank 7 of S`pπq with fiber T`pπ´1pbqq over b P B.
Proof. Let us prove Item (1). Suppose that Zrα`η`βs “ PpΓq where Γ Ă pVC ‘
V _C q is as in Definition 3.23. By Proposition 3.3, either Γ is the graph of
a non degenerate antisymmetric map f : VC Ñ V _C such that Pfpfq “ 1{pn ` 1q
(see Example 3.10 for the last equality), or Γ “ U ‘ UK, where U Ă VC is a two
dimensional subspace. In the first case, by (3.6.5) we have
1
pn` 1q “ Pfpfq “
1
2
volpωf ^ ωfq “ 1
2 volpβq2 volpη ^ ηq “
α
volpβq .
Thus rα` η ` βs belongs to the right hand side of (3.6.7). In the second case, the
same holds because α “ β “ 0. This proves that T`pKnpAqq is contained in the
right hand side of (3.6.7). On the other hand (see Example 3.10) there is a dense
(in the Zariski topology) open (in the classical topology) subset of PpT`pKnpAqqqX
Q`pXq parametrizing Γ’s as in Definition 3.23. Item (1) follows.
It is clear that there is a sub local system of S`pπq with fiber T`pπ´1pbqq over
b P B. It has rank 7 by Item (1). 
3.7. Proof of the second main result. Item (1) of Theorem 1.3 follows fromDefin-
ition 3.23 and Item (2) of Proposition 3.25.
Next we proceed to prove Item (2) of Theorem 1.3. Let X “ KnpAq. As
usual identify H2pKnpAqq_ “
Ź2
H3pAq ‘ Cξ_n , see Example 3.5. With this
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identification, S`pKnpAqq “ C‘
Ź2
H3pAq‘Ź4H3pAq. Let τ PŹ4H3pAq be the
element of volume 1. We letŹ2
H3pAq ‘ Cξ_n iãÑ S`pKnpAqq
η ` xξ_n ÞÑ p´1q
ǫnx
2pn`1q ` η ` p´1q
ǫnx
2
τ
(3.7.1)
By Item (1) of Proposition 3.25, the above map defines an isomorphism between
H2pKnpAqq_ and T`pKnpAqq. Let q`KnpAqq be the quadratic form on S`pKnpAqq
defined by (3.6.3) with V “ H3pA;Zq. One checks easily that the restriction of
q`
KnpAqq to H
2pKnpAqq_ is the dual of the BBF. This proves Item (1) of The-
orem 1.3 for X “ KnpAq. Item (2) of Theorem 1.3 for X “ KnpAq follows
from Lemma 3.20.
Claim 3.26. The map i in (3.7.1) is equivariant up to sign for the action of
monodromy.
Proof. Let π : X Ñ B be a family of HK’s of Kummer type, with the fiber π´1pb0q
isomorphic to KnpAq. Let λ be a loop in B based at b0. Then λ defines a diffeo-
morphism λ˚ : KnpAq Ñ KnpAq. Let H2pλ˚qt be the action of λ˚ on H2pKnpAqq_,
and let S`pλ˚q be the action of λ˚ on S`pKnpAqq. We must prove that
S`pλ˚q ˝ i “ ˘i ˝H2pλ˚qt. (3.7.2)
First S`pλ˚q maps T`pKnpAqq to itself - see Remark 3.24. Next, let Γ Ă
H3pKnpAqq be a 4-dimensional vector subspace such that φp
Ź2
Γq has dimension
1. Then S`pλ˚q ˝ ipφp
Ź2
Γ˚qq “ i ˝H2pλ˚qtφp
Ź2
Γq by Item (2) (which has been
proved for X “ KnpAq). The set of elements of ipH2pKnpAqq_ X Q`pKnpAqq
of the form φpŹ2 Γq for Γ as above is an open dense subset of ipH2pKnpAqq_ X
Q`pKnpAqq. Equation (3.7.2) follows. 
Now we may define i : H2pXq_ iãÑ S`pXq for arbitrary X acting by parallel
transport on the map i in (3.7.1). The map is well-defined up to sign, i.e. inde-
pendent (up to sign) of the chosen path connecting KnpAq to X (in a connected
family of HK’s in which both KnpAq and X are fibers), because of Claim 3.26.
Items (2) of Theorem 1.3 for X follows from the corresponding statements for
KnpAq.
Proof of Corollary 1.4. We may assume that X “ KnpAq. Thus we have the
identifications of Proposition 3.25. Let π : X Ñ B be a family of HK’s of
Kummer type, with fiber π´1pb0q isomorphic to KnpAq. Let λ be a loop in B based
at b0, and let λ˚ : KnpAq Ñ KnpAq be the associated diffeomorphism. We have
associated maps
H2pλ˚qPOpH2pX;Zq,qXq, S`pλ˚qPOpS`pXq,q`Xq.
(We let X “ KnpAq for typographical reasons.) Since the BBF quadratic form
qX is non-degenerate, it defines an embedding H
2pKnpAq;Zq_ Ă H2pKnpAq;Qq.
By (3.7.2) we have
H2pλ˚qt “ ˘i´1 ˝ S`pλ˚q ˝ i. (3.7.3)
Thus we examine S`pλ˚q. In order to simplify notation, we let ρ :“ S`pλ˚q. First,
we notice that
Det ρ “ 1 (3.7.4)
because by Item (3) of Theorem 1.1 monodromy does not exchange the two
irreducible components of the variety parametrizing maximal linear subspaces of
QpKnpAqq.
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Let τ PŹ4H3pAq be the element of volume 1. Let
u :“ 1´ pn` 1qτ, w :“ 1` pn` 1qτ. (3.7.5)
Then u,w P S`pKnpAqq, u is orthogonal to T`pKnpAqq, and w P T`pKnpAqq.
Since ρ maps T`pKnpAqq to iself, we have ρpuq “ ˘u. By (3.7.4), and the
equation ip2pn` 1qξ_n q “ w we must prove that
ρpwq “
#
p1 ` 2apn` 1qqw ` 2pn` 1qy, a P Z, y P T`pKnpAq;Zq if ρpuq “ u,
p´1` 2apn` 1qqw ` 2pn` 1qy, a P Z, y P T`pKnpAq;Zq if ρpuq “ ´u.
(3.7.6)
Suppose that ρpuq “ u. The ρpwq ´ u “ ρpw ´ uq “ ρp2pn ` 1qτq “ 2pn` 1qρpτq.
Since ρpτqKu, we get that there exist a P Z and y P T`pKnpAq;Zq such that
ρpτq “ aw ` τ ` y. Thus
ρpwq “ u`2pn`1qτ`2apn`1qw`2pn`1qy “ p1`2apn`1qqw`2pn`1qy. (3.7.7)
This proves (3.7.6) if ρpuq “ u. The proof in the case ρpuq “ ´u is similar. 
4. Polarization type of J3pXq for X of dimension 4
If X is a polarized HK of Kummer type, then J3pXq is a four dimensional
abelian variety, with a polarization associated to the polarization of X . In the
present subsection we compute the discrete invariants (elementary divisors) of the
polarization of J3pXq, for X of dimension 4.
4.1. Set up. Let X be a HK fourfold of Kummer type, and let L be an ample line
bundle on X . The skew-symmetric form
H3pXq ˆH3pXq x,yÝÑ C
pα, βq ÞÑ ş
X
α! β ! c1pLq
(4.1.1)
defines a polarization ΘL of J
3pXq by the Hodge-Riemann bilinear relations. We
may assume that X is a generalized Kummer K2pAq. We recall that (2.2.3) and
the map F in (2.3.1) give identifications
H2pK2pAq;Zq “
2ľ
H1pA;Zq ‘ Zξ2, (4.1.2)
H3pK2pAq;Zq “ H3pA;Zq ‘H1pA;Zq. (4.1.3)
We identify H1pA;Zq with H3pA;Zq_ via (2.3.8), and we set V :“ H3pA;Zq. Let
tv1, . . . , v4u be a basis of V such that volpv1 ^ v2 ^ v3 ^ v4q “ 1. We may write
c1pLq “ cpev_1 ^ v_2 ` v_3 ^ v_4 q ` sζ_, (4.1.4)
where
c P N`, s P Z, gcdtc, su “ 1. (4.1.5)
Let pw, fq, pw1, f 1q P pV ‘ V _q. By Corollary 3.7 and Remark 3.8 we have
xpw,fq,pw1,f 1qy“x´w^w1´3ιpf^f 1q´3pxw,f 1y´xw1,fyqζ_,cpev_
1
^v_
2
`v_
3
^v_
4
q´sζ_y.
In the above equation, the angle brackets in the left hand side denote the polar-
ization form in (4.1.1), those in the right hand side denote the duality pairing.
Let
α1 :“ p0, v_1 q, α2 :“ pv2, 0q, α3 :“ pv4, 0q, α4 :“ p0, v_3 q,
β1 :“ p0,´v_2 q, β2 :“ pv1, 0q, β3 :“ pv3, 0q, β4 :“ p0,´v_4 q. (4.1.6)
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Then tα1, . . . , β4u is a basis of V ‘ V _{2, and both the span of the αi’s and the
span of the βj ’s are x, yϑ,h-isotropic subgroups of V ‘V _{2. The intersection matrix
between the αi’s and the βj ’s is equal to
pxαi, βjyϑ,hq “
¨˚
˚˝ 3c 3s 0 03s c ¨ e 0 0
0 0 c 3s
0 0 3s 3c ¨ e
‹˛‹‚ (4.1.7)
Let X be a 4 dimensional generalized Kummer. By Corollary 4.8 in [MM17] (the
proof is in [Mar18]), non zero elements α P H2pX ;Zq up to monodromy are clas-
sified by the value qXpαq and by the divisibility divpαq (see Subsection 1.4 for
the definition of divpαq). The divisibility is an element of t1, 2, 3, 6u. Thus we
distinguish four cases.
4.2. Divisibility 1. Suppose that
c1pLq “ ev_1 ^ v_2 ` v_3 ^ v_4 , (4.2.1)
i.e. c “ 1 and s “ 0 in the notation of (4.1.4). Then pc1pLq, c1pLqq “ 2e, and
divpc1pLqq “ 1. Let g :“ gcdt3, eu, and let x, y be integers such that 3x` ey “ g.
A basis of V ‘ 1
2
V _ is given by
tα3, xα1 ` yα2, peα1 ´ 3α2q{g, α4, β3, β1 ` β2, peyβ1 ´ 3xβ2q{g, β4u.
The matrix of x, y in the above basis is equal to
ˆ
0 ∆
´∆ 0
˙
, where ∆ is the 4 ˆ 4
diagonal matrix with entries 1, g, 3e{g, 3e.
4.3. Divisibility 2. Suppose that
c1pLq “ 2pev_1 ^ v_2 ` v_3 ^ v_4 q ` ζ_, (4.3.1)
i.e. c “ 2 and s “ 1 in the notation of (4.1.4). Then pc1pLq, c1pLqq “ 2p4e ´ 3q,
and divpc1pLqq “ 2. Let g :“ gcdt3, eu “ gcdt3, 2eu, and let x, y P Z be such that
3x` 2ey “ g. A basis of V ‘ 1
2
V _ is given by
tα3, xα1`yα2, p2eα1´3α2q{g, p6e´3qα3´α4, β4´β3, β2, pgβ1´p6x`3yqβ2q{g, 3β3´2β4u.
The matrix of x, y in the above basis is equal to
ˆ
0 ∆
´∆ 0
˙
, where ∆ is the 4 ˆ 4
diagonal matrix with entries 1, g, 3p4e´ 3q{g, 3p4e´ 3q.
4.4. Divisibility 3. Suppose that
c1pLq “ 3pev_1 ^ v_2 ` v_3 ^ v_4 q ` ζ_, (4.4.1)
i.e. c “ 3 and s “ 1 in the notation of (4.1.4). Then pc1pLq, c1pLqq “ 6p3e´ 1q, and
divpc1pLqq “ 3. A basis of V ‘ 12V _ is given by
tα3, α1, α4 ´ α3, eα1 ´ α2, β3, β2, β4 ´ β3, β1 ´ 3β2u.
The matrix of x, y in the above basis is equal to
ˆ
0 ∆
´∆ 0
˙
, where ∆ is the 4 ˆ 4
diagonal matrix with entries 3, 3, 3p3e´ 1q, 3p3e´ 1q.
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4.5. Divisibility 6. Suppose that
c1pLq “ 6pev_1 ^ v_2 ` v_3 ^ v_4 q ` ζ_, (4.5.1)
i.e. c “ 6 and s “ 1 in the notation of (4.1.4). Then pc1pLq, c1pLqq “ 6p12e ´ 1q,
and divpc1pLqq “ 6. A basis of V ‘ 12V _ is given by
tα1, α3, 2α3 ´ α4, 2eα1 ´ α2, β2, β4, β3 ´ 6eβ4, β1 ´ 6β2u.
The matrix of x, y in the above basis is equal to
ˆ
0 ∆
´∆ 0
˙
, where ∆ is the 4 ˆ 4
diagonal matrix with entries 3, 3, 3p12e´ 1q, 3p12e´ 1q.
5. Weil type
5.1. Abelian varieties of Weil type. We recall that a compact complex torus
T of dimension 2g is of Weil type (see [Wei80]) if there exists an endomorphism
ϕ : T Ñ T such that the following hold:
(1) ϕ ˝ ϕ “ ´D IdT , where D is a strictly positive integer.
(2) The restriction of ϕ˚ to H1,0pT q decomposes as the direct sum of ˘?´D
eigenspaces of the same dimension g.
Such a torus T has a 2 dimensional space of classes in Hg,gZ pT q which are not in the
ring generated by H1,1Z pT q unless g “ 1. Voisin [Voi02] proved that they provide
counterexamples to the extension of the Hodge conjecture to compact Ka¨hler man-
ifolds. On the other hand, for certain families of abelian varieties of Weil type it is
known that the Weil classes are algebraic [Sch88]. As references for what follows,
we recommend [vG94] and [Sch98].
If A is an abelian variety of Weil type, with endomorphism ϕ, there exists a
polarization Θ such that ϕ˚Θ ” dΘ. If this is the case, one says that pA,ϕ,Θq is a
polarized abelain variety of Weil type. Let us view the polarization Θ as a bilinear
alternating function E : H1pA;Qq ˆ H1pA;Qq Ñ Q. The endomorphism ϕ gives
H1pA;Qq the structure of a vector space over the quadratic field K :“ Qr
?´Ds.
One defines
H1pA;Qq ˆH1pA;Qq HÝÑ K
pα, βq ÞÑ Epα, ϕ˚βq `
?´DEpα, βq (5.1.1)
As is easily checked H is K linear in the second entry, and Hpβ, αq “ pα, βq.
Thus H is a nondegenerate Hermitian form on the K vector space H1pA;Qq. The
determinant of the Hermitian matrix associated to H by a choice of K-basis of
H1pA;Qq is well-determined modulo moltiplication by elements of NmpK˚q. Thus
we may associate to H its determinant DetH P Q˚zNmpK˚q. We denote DetH by
DetΘ.
Given an imaginary quadratic field K, and an element of Q˚zNmpK˚q, one may
construct a complete (up to isogeny) irreducible family of 2g dimensional polarized
abelian varieties of Weil type pA,ϕ,Θq with associated field K, and assigned Det
of the polarization, of dimension g2. complete up to isogeny means that every
polarized abelian variety of Weil type pA,ϕ,Θq with the given field and determinant
is isogenous to one of the varieties in the family (of course the isogeny matches the
endomorphisms and the polarizations).
5.2. The abelian variety associated to a point of Dh is of Weil type. We
suppose that ϑ “ pϑ1, ϑ2, ϑ3q P Z3, with all entries nonzero. We suppose also that
m is a (strictly) positive rational number, and that Equation (3.4.5) holds. We
will adopt the notation of Section 3 without further notice. We will prove the
following two results.
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Theorem 5.1. Let h P pŹ2 V ‘ Zq_ be a vector of positive square, and assume
that σ P D`h (see Proposition 3.18 for the definition of D`h ). Let Jrσspϑq be the
compact complex torus in Definition 3.11, and let Θrσspϑq P H1,1Q pJrσspϑq be the
ample class in Definition 3.17. Then pJrσspϑq,Θrσspϑqq is of Weil type, with an
embedding
Qr
a
´mph, hqs Ă EndpJrσspϑq,ΘrσspϑqqQ. (5.2.1)
The determinant of the polarization Θrσspϑq is 1. By varying σ P D`h , one gets a
complete (up to isogeny) family of 4 dimensional polarized abelian varieties of Weil
type with associated field Qr
a
´mph, hqs, and Det ” 1.
Before proving Theorem 5.1, we will go through a few elementary results. The
proof of the next lemma is a straightforward exercise.
Lemma 5.2. Let X “ pxijq be a 4 ˆ 4 invertible antisymmetric matrix with coef-
ficients in a field K. Then
X´1 “ PfpXq´1
¨˚
˚˝ 0 ´x34 x24 ´x23x34 0 ´x14 x13´x24 x14 0 ´x12
x23 ´x13 x12 0
‹˛‹‚
Lemma 5.3. Let X,Y be 4ˆ4 antisymmetric matrices over a field K (if charK “ 2,
a matrix X “ pxijq is antisymmetric if Xt “ ´X, and xii “ 0 for all i). Then
pX ¨ Y q2 ´ 1
2
TrpX ¨ Y qX ¨ Y ` PfpXq ¨ PfpY q14 “ 0. (5.2.2)
(Note: 1
2
TrpX ¨ Y q “ ´ř1ďiăjď4 xijyij, hence it makes sense even if charK “ 2.)
Proof. This is the content of the main result of [Djo91], in the case of 4ˆ4 matrices.
In fact, let p P Zrxij , ykhsrλs be equal to PfpXq ¨ PfpλX´1 ´ Y q. In [Djo91] it is
proved that ppX ¨Y q “ 0 (we replace λ by X ¨Y ). Expanding PfpXq ¨PfpλX´1´Y q
(Lemma 5.2 will be handy), one gets the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. By the Theorem on elementary divisors, there exists a
basis B “ tv1, . . . , v4u of V (of volume 1) such that
h “ h0 ` sζ_, h0 “ cpev_1 ^ v_2 ` v_3 ^ v_4 q, c, e P N`, s P Z. (5.2.3)
Let g : VC Ñ V _C be the antisymmetric map such that ωg “ h0. Notice that
gpVQq “ V _Q . For N, b P Q, let
VC ‘ V _C ΨÝÑ VC ‘ V _C
pv, ℓq ÞÑ pg´1pℓq ´ bv, bℓ´Ngpvqq (5.2.4)
Then ΨpVQ ‘ V _Q q “ VQ ‘ V _Q , and
Ψ ˝Ψ “ ´pN ´ b2q IdVC‘V _C . (5.2.5)
The map Ψ induces an endomorphism of Jrσspϑq if
ΨpH1,0rσs q Ă H1,0rσs . (5.2.6)
If rσs P ζK, then (5.2.6) holds for any choice ofN, b. In fact, by Proposition 3.3,
there exists a two dimensional subspace U Ă VC such that H1,0rσs pϑq “ U ‘ UK, and
rσs “Ź2 U . Since x, h0, σ^y “ 0 (because rσs P ζK), and ωg “ h0, the subspace U
is isotropic for the symplectic form ωg; it follows that gpUq “ UK. This shows that
Ψpu, 0q Ă H1,0rσs pϑq for all u P U . Similarly, one checks tht Ψp0, ℓq Ă H1,0rσs pϑq for all
ℓ P UK. This proves that (5.2.6) holds if rσs P ζK and N, b are arbitrary.
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Now let us assume that σ R ζK. By Theorem 3.9, we may assume that
σ “ ϑ2ιpωf q ´ 2ϑ3ζ, H1,0rσs pϑq “ tpv, fpvqq | v P VCu, (5.2.7)
where f : VC Ñ V _C is an invertible antisymmetric map, and ωf P
Ź2
V _ is the
symplectic form associated to f . In particular (5.2.6) holds if and only if
g´1 ˝ f ˝ g´1 ˝ f ´ 2bpg´1 ˝ fq `N IdVC “ 0. (5.2.8)
There exist N, b P Q such that (5.2.8) holds because of Lemma 5.3. In fact, let
X,Y be the matrices of g and f respectively (with respect to the bases B,B_).
Because of the equality xh, ϑ2ιpωf q ´ 2ϑ3ζy “ 0, we have
TrpX´1 ¨Y q “ 2c´1e´1py12`ey34q “ 2c´2e´1xιph0, ιpωf qy “ 4c´2e´1sϑ3
ϑ2
. (5.2.9)
Equation (5.2.9) is the key point: the trace on the left hand side is rational because
rσs P Dh. Next, we have
PfpX´1q “ c´2e´1, PfpY q “ ϑ2
ϑ1
.
By Lemma 5.3 it follows that (5.2.8) holds if we set
N :“ c´2e´1ϑ1
ϑ2
, b :“ c´2e´1sϑ3
ϑ2
. (5.2.10)
We have proved that if N, b are as above, then Ψ induces an endomorphism
ϕ : Jrσspϑq Ñ Jrσspϑq (5.2.11)
such that ϕ ˝ ϕ “ ´pN ´ b2q Id. Using (3.4.5), we get that
N ´ b2 “ c´4e´2ϑ
2
3
ϑ22
p2mc2e´ s2q “ c´4e´2ϑ
2
3
ϑ22
mph, hq_. (5.2.12)
Thus ϕ defines an embedding Qr
a
´mph, hqs Ă EndpJrσspϑqqQ. In order to prove (5.2.1),
it remains to show that
xΨpαq,Ψpβqyϑ,h “ pN ´ b2qxα, βyϑ,h. (5.2.13)
Let N, b be as in (5.2.10), and let
λ1 :“ b` i
a
N ´ b2, λ2 :“ b´ i
a
N ´ b2.
Let E˘i?N´b2 Ă VC ‘ V _C be the Ψ-eigenspace with eigenvalue ˘i
?
N ´ b2. An
easy computation gives that
Ei
?
N´b2 “ tpv, λ1gpvqq | v P VCu , E´i?N´b2 “ tpv, λ2gpvqq | v P VCu . (5.2.14)
We claim that
x , yϑ,h|E
˘i
?
N´b2
“ 0, (5.2.15)
and that for v, w P VC, we have
xpv, λ1gpvqq, pw, λ2gpwqyϑ,h “ ϑ1c´2e´1ph, hq_ωgpv, wq. (5.2.16)
In order to prove (5.2.15), let j, k P t1, 2u, and let v, w P VC. Then (keep in mind
that ωg “ h0)
xpv, λjgpvqq, pw, λkgpwqqyϑ,h “ ϑ1xωg, v ^ wy`
` ϑ2λjλkxωg, ιpgpvq ^ gpwqy ´ sϑ3pλj ` λkqωgpv, wq. (5.2.17)
We have xωg, v ^ wy “ ωgpv, wq, and a simple argument shows that
xωg, ιpgpvq ^ gpwqqy “ Pfpgqωgpv, wq “ c2eωgpv, wq.
Thus (5.2.17) reads
xpv, λjgpvqq, pw, λkgpwqqyϑ,h “ ωgpv, wqpϑ2c2eλjλk ´ sϑ3pλj ` λkq ` ϑ1q. (5.2.18)
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A minimal polynomial of λj is equal to x
2 ´ 2bx ` N . By (5.2.10) we get that
Equations (5.2.15) and (5.2.16) follow from (5.2.18). Equation (5.2.13) follows at
once from (5.2.15) and (5.2.16).
We must also prove that the ˘i?N ´ b2-eigenspaces of the action of Ψ on
H
1,0
rσs pϑq have dimension 2. Since D`h is irreducible, the dimensions of ˘i
?
N ´ b2-
eigenspaces are independent of rσs P D`h . Hence we may assume that rσs P ζK.
Thus there exists a two dimensional subspace U Ă VC such that H1,0rσs pϑq “ U ‘UK.
The statement about eigenspaces follows at once from (5.2.14). This finishes the
proof that (5.2.1) holds.
Next, we prove that DetΘrσspϑq ” 1. Let H be the Hermitian form defined
by (5.1.1). We must compute the determinant of the Gram matrix of H relative to
a basis f VQ ‘ V _Q as vector space over Qri
?
N ´ b2s. Let B “ tv1, . . . , v4u be the
basis of V such that (5.2.3) holds. Then tpv1, 0q, . . . , pv4, 0qu is a basis of VQ ‘ V _Q
as vector space over Qri?N ´ b2s. A computation gives that the Gram matrix of
H relative to the chosen Qri?N ´ b2s-basis is equal to¨˚
˚˝ 0 iϑ1ce
?
N ´ b2 0 0
´iϑ1ce
?
N ´ b2 0 0 0
0 0 0 iϑ1c
?
N ´ b2
0 0 ´iϑ1c
?
N ´ b2 0
‹˛‹‚.
Thus DetH P NmpQri?N ´ b2sq.
It remains to show that, by varying σ P Dh, one gets a complete (up to isogeny)
family of “polarized” tori of Weil type with fixed discrete invariants. Let pV ‘
V _, Hp,qq be a weight 1 Hodge structure such that Ψ induces a homomorphism
of pVC ‘ V _C q{pH1,0 ` V ‘ V _q, i.e. such that ΨpH1,0q Ă H1,0, and such that the
restriction of Ψ to H1,0 has eigenspaces of equal dimensions (i.e. of dimension 2).
Then dimpH1,0 X E˘i?N´b2q “ 2. Moreover, since H1,0 is isotropic for x, yϑ,h, we
have
H1,0 X E´i?N´b2 “ pH1,0 X Ei?N´b2qK.
(Recall that x, yϑ,h gives a perfect pairing between Ei?N´b2 and E´i?N´b2 .) Let
π : pVC ‘ V _C q Ñ VC be the projection. Let
W˘ :“ π
`
H1,0 X E˘i?N´b2
˘
.
ThenW˘ are two dimensional subspaces of VC, and by (5.2.16) they are orthogonal
for the symplectic form ωg. Thus either W` XW´ “ t0u, or W` “ W´. In the
former caseH1,0 is the graph of a non degenerete skew-symmetric map f : VC Ñ V _C
such that Pfpfq “ ϑ1{ϑ2, in the latter case H1,0 “ U ‘ UK for a 2 dimensional
subspace (equal to W` “W´) of VC. Hence in both cases H1,0 “ H1,0rσs pϑq for some
rσs P D . Since H1,0 is isotropic for x, yϑ,h, we have rσs P Dh, and actually rσs P D`h
by the ampleness of Θrσspϑq. 
5.3. Proof of the third main result. We prove Theorem 1.5. The isogeny
between KSpX,Lq and J3pXq follows from Item (1) of Theorem 1.1 and results
of F. Charles [Cha] and van Geemen, Voisin [vGV15].
Next, we prove the other statements of the theorem. There exists an isomorphism
ϕ : JrσpXqspϑq „ÝÑ J3pXq,
where rσpXqs “ H2,0pXq is the period point of X , and ϑ “ ϑpqn´2X q. If n “
2, then ϕ˚ΘL ” ΘrσpXqspϑq, and hence Theorem 1.5 follows from Theorem
5.1. Now let n ą 2. Since the definitions of ϕ˚ΘL and ΘrσpXqspϑq are different
(see Example 3.19), we argue as follows. For a very generic X the Ne´ron-Severi
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groups of JrσpXqspϑq and of J3pXq have rank 1, and hence there exists c P Q` such
that ϕ˚ΘL ” cΘrσpXqspϑq. Thus Theorem 1.5 follows from Theorem 5.1.
Remark 5.4. The proof of Theorem 1.5 provides the following non trivial state-
ment. Let X be a HK of Kummer type, of dimension 2n. Let γ P H2pX ;Qq be a
class of positive square. Then there exists cγ P Q˚ such that for all α, β P H3pX ;Qqż
X
α! β ! γ2n´3 “ cγ
ż
X
α! β ! γ ! pq_Xqn´2. (5.3.1)
5.4. An example. We work out one example in order to emphasize that our pro-
cedure is very explicit. We assume that pX,Lq is a polarized HK fourfold of Kummer
type, and that qKpLq “ 2 and c1pLq has divisibility 1. By Theorem 1.5 there
exists an injection Qr?´3s Ă EndpJ3pXq,ΘLqQ. Since DetΘL ” 1, it follows that
J3pXq is isogenous to the Prym variety of an e´tale cyclic triple cover rC Ñ C,
where C is a curve of genus 3 (possibly a stable curve), i.e. examples considered by
Schoen [Sch88], see also Section 7 in [vG94]. We recall that these abelian fourfolds
are of Weil type, with an endomorphism which is a (non trivial) cube root of Id,
and the determinant of the Weil polarization is 1.
By Remark 3.8, we may identify pJ3pXq, Lq with pJrσspϑq,Θrσspϑqq, where rσs
is the period point of X , ϑ “ p´1,´3,´3q and h “ v_1 ^ v_2 ` v_3 ^ v_4 (we adopt
the notation introduced in the proof of Theorem 5.1). Thus (in the notation
introduced in the proof of Theorem 5.1) N “ 1{3 and b “ 0. It follows that
VC ‘ V _C Ψ0ÝÑ VC ‘ V _C
pv, ℓq ÞÑ p3g´1pℓq,´gpvqq
defines an endomorphism of pJ3pXq, Lq such that Ψ0 ˝ Ψ0 “ ´3 Id. The endo-
morphism of pVC ‘ V _C q defined by the cube root of Id given by Ω :“ ´pId`Ψ0q{2
does not map V ‘ V _ to itself, and hence does not descend to an endomorphism
of pJ3pXq, Lq. On the other hand Ω does descend to an endomorphism of
Y :“ Jrσspϑq{tpv{2, gpvq{2q | v P V u.
Now Y is one of the abelian fourfolds of Weil type considered by Schoen, and the
quotient map Jrσspϑq Ñ Y has a kernel isomorphic to F42.
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